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THIS book is not intended to be
an exhaustive treatise on Auto
matic Telephony. Its purpose

is rather to give the student a brief
yet reasonably thorough understand
ing of the principles underlying the
operation of Strowger Automatic
telephone apparatus, as manufac
tured by Automatic Electric Com
pany.

The subj ect matter is the text used
for many years by Automatic Electric
Company's Operating Department
in teaching the fundamentals of the
Strowger Automatic system. The
material has been thoroughly revised
and amplified and is presented here
in permanent form.

In order that the circuits may be
easily studied, each one has been
divided into as many parts as it has
functions to perform, and the circuit
of each function sketched and de
scribed separately.

Operating Department
Automatic Electric Company

Copy"ght 1924
Automatic Electric Company
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Principles of Automatic Telephony

CHAPTER 1

Symbols and Abbreviations

To simplify telephone circuits and facilitate cir

cuit reading as much as possible, it is custom

ary to use certain standard symbols and ab

breviations to represent various pieces of ap

paratus. Some of the more commonly used of

these are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

A.C. -Alternating Cunent

Ans. -Answer

Grp.

Harm.

I.D.F.

Inc.

In£.
Int.

-Group

-Hannonic

-Intermediate Distributing Frame

-Incoming

-Information

-Interrupter

E.M.F. -Electro rdotive Forct:

Equip. -Equipment

Freq. -Frequency

Gen. -Generator

Grd. -Ground

R. -Ring

Rec. -Receiver

Reg. -Regular

Neg. -?\egative

N.I. -1\on-Inductive

No. -l\umber

T'\or. -Kormal

lu -Ohms

O.M. -Open Main

O.N. -Off Normal

Opel'. -Operator

P. -Private

p.D.e -Pull Down Coil

Pos. -Positive

Prim. -Primary

Priv. -Private

Pw. --cPower
"

Arm.

B.B.

B.C.O.

Bd.

Bk.

Brk.

Cct.

CD.

C.E.M.F.

Chg.

Ckt.

Comb.

Compo

Condo

Conn.

D.C.

Diff.

Dis.

Dist.

D.T.

-Armature

-Bus Bar

-Bridge Cut-Off

-Board

-Bank

-Breaker

-Circuit

-Calling Device or Dial

-Counter Electro Motive Force

-Charge

-Circuit

-Combination

-Complaint

-Condenser

-Connector

-Cycle

-Direct Current

- Differential

-Discharge

-Distributor

-Dial Tone

5

L.D.

List.

Lock.

L.Sw.

Mach.

Mas.Sw.

M.B.

?vr.D.F.

J\LF.

M.S.

--Long Distance

-Listening

-Locking

-Line Switch

-~Iachine

-~Iaster Switch

-::Uain Battery

-l\Iain Distributin~

-.!\Iicra Farad

-Master Switch

,
----------------- -.!.!l
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Fig. 1. Symbols used in telephone circuit drawings
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[~ ept. -I~epeatcr St. -Straight

Rev. Cn.l1 -Reverting Call Supy. -SUIJen'isory

~ Rise. -Relca;::e S\\'o -5"'iteh

Rly. -Relay T. -Tip,
Rot. -Rotary Tel. -Telephone

Trail::>. -'I'ra llSl1li t tcr

S. -Slee\"e Trk" -Trunk

Sec. -Secondary T.T. -Tel[ Tale

ScI. -Selector
Vert. -Yertical

51. -Slipped

Sprgs. -Springs W.e. -""ire Chid

•

.,

Fig. 2. Automatic wall telephone
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CHAPTER 1

The Telephone •

,

T
HERE ha\'e b~ell and still arc several kinds
oi telephone circuits in lise between the
central office and the !'lubscriber's station.

The metallic circuit is by far the most widely
used of all, and has 1I0W practically displaced
all others. The melallic circuit consists of two
wires between the telephone switchboard and
the sllhscriber's premises.

Practically all telephone bells arc rllng \\'ith
alternating current. The telephone must there·
fore be constructed so that in its normal can·
dition a path is provided over which alternating
current will flow to ring the bells, but oyer which
direct current cannot pass. This condition is
accomplished by a telephone condenser placed in
series with the hell. ..\ telephone condenser

-<i>
;",(,;"W'" Jl '.""T.......\ ...... ,

........~

I ,
U<.-..

-~--
Fig. 3. Circuit of series automatic telephone

placed in a circ\\it prevents the flow of direct
current and permits the passage of alternating
current.

Lifting the receiyer disconnects the condenser
and connects the twO line wires together through
the transmitter and recei,·er.

Automatic Series Telephone
In Fig. 3 is shOwn the circuit at' an ordinary

telephone of the "series" type. cquippetl with
automalic calling dey icc or dial. The dial is
essentially a circuit inlerrupter. \'-"hen the dial
is released after being turned from its normal
position, it interrupts the line circuit a number of
lime!' in quick slIccei":<ion corre"pon<ling to the
digit dialed. Each time the Ijne is so interrupted,
what is known as an impulse is transmitted to
the telephone switchboard. Throtlghout this

8

book the circuit interruptions of the dial will be
referrt'd to as "impulses." It is the impulses,
sent over the line, at the will of the subscriber,
which start the automatic switches in motion and
cause them to establi"h connections between sub·
scrihers.

Fig. 4. Calling device or dial mechanism

The automati..: telephone. generally speaking,
differs from the common battery manual tele
pholle only in this one respect, viz., the addition
of the calling device or dial. Fig. 4 shows the
lllechanism of a calling dey ice.

Scril1s telephone cirwit
In Fig. 5 is shown the impulse circuit of the

telephone after the receiver has been lifted from
the hook and the dial turned preparatory to send·

".c _c ....~"

p'
Fig. 5. Impulse circuit of telephone

ing alit impulses. Turning the dial closes the
shunt springs placing a shunt around the trans·
mitter and recei,·er. This not only reduces the
resistance of the telephone circuit to a minimum
eluring the sending of impulses, but also prevents
the imp\lIses from sounding in the subscriber's
ear.

•

•

•

•
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/Jio/ Steed

The <lial is adjusted to operate at a speed of
10 impulses per second. HowC\·er. the switd1e,:;
in the centr<ll office are <ldjl1sted to operale 011

impulses receiq>(] irom a 1110tor dri\'en impulse
machine rnnning at a speed oi SO per cenl greater
than this or 13 impulses per second. Dials will
PJicri1te tIle ;;witdleS sali~jact()rily ii running" as
slow as 8 Tlllpulse;; pcr secoml or as fast ;IS 12.

1.

3,

4,

Review

Describe the normal line conditions.

'rhat change is made in the telephone cir
cuit aiLer the hook is raised?

\"hat change is made III the telephone cir
cuit after the dial is turned?

\\'hat is the normal speed of the dial:'

CHAPTEg J

The 100 Line System

Fig. 7. Bank multiple cable

the pri\<atc hank contacts. fig. 6 shows a line
contact bank.

TEH....

'"

c..c.

I I

if @
Q C

CO.... N....

contacts each, <I\HI the line bank cOllsists of 100
pairs of contacts arranged in rows the same as

H(llIk 1llllUberill!!

The 11l1mbers appearing on the bank in Fig. 8
are the numbers of the telephones connected to
lhose contacts. This arrangement of numbering
i" lllilue necessary because of the mechanical op
eration of the connector, whose wipers connect
with the bank contacts. It will be observed that
II is the first C011taCt of the first row and that

Line ccntact bankFig. 6.

T
ELEPHOKE Xo. 33 in Fig. S is shOI"n
connected to a connector switch <llld its
associate(l bank of 100 sets of Ene terllli~

l1als or contacts.

Contact Bank
The bank is in tll'O part;;. The pri\'atc bank

consists of 100 single contacts in 10 rows of 10

'PRI'I,,",e. &""~IC.

2.!. 21 .9l~ 21 !!i 12 ilH':>gjl

I"'\I.)I.."T.;O ~---- t.!'
c'T~'ER:GeNt-I~. ~ Jl!'1!. u

(,,1 ...

iI========U~--------'!:g
4--+----.".~' ~"""'="=;_=:-;;;-;;-~"'~.""--""o""',,,>l,,'"l!<.l '~""·'-=-----j.33

~ga~~~B~~~ L
~ ~O~~~~~~~~

'll===== =====90
&\==========~o
11==========10
tol= = === ====="0
SI==========h4\--------- _)o.IoD.

,
~I ~D

11==========10
1~\"!o141' I" 11 16 I'!)

Llw'I!!. ap.'N'l<..
Fig. 8. Bank numbering scheme and multiple

and normal connections

'9
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10 is the 10th contact of the first row. The
reason for this is that when the dial is turned
from "0," 10 impulses are sent out. Therefore.
dialing the digit ''1'' would step the connector
wipers opposite the first row of contacts and
dialing the "0" would cause them to travel 10
contacts in a horizontal direction, thus coming

:J. ~_~

- - - - - - - - - ~ il"~'\l~Te:.

- ---~----- '&P\'N'lC..

~---------------~--------~

Fig. 9. Showing connections for a simple 100 line system

to rest on the tenth set of contacts in the first
level or on the terminals of telephone number 10.

The normal wires are a multiple of the sub
scribers' lines from the line switches to the con
nector banks, and are comparable with the
multiple between the answering jacks and sub
scribers' multiple on a manual multiple switch
hoard.

The private wire in an automatic system per
forms the same function as the sleeve wire
in manual practice, while the + and --- lines
correspond to the tip and ring wires.

10

In Fig. 9 is shown the simplest form of an auto
matic telephone system. Each telephone is con
nected direct to a connector and the capacity of
such a system is limited to 100 lines or the
capacity of one bank, as discussed aboFe. [~L.. ch
telephone number has two digits.

Bank 11lultiple

To provide means whereby each telephone
may connect with anyone of all the other tele
phones, similar contacts on all banks are multi
plied together. Fig. 9 shows three telephones,
numbered 11, 10 and 55; these numbers wOlllel
appear in exactly the same positions on the bank
of all of the connectors. The physical form of
the bank multiple is shown in Fig. 7.

In the figure the connector of telephone "!\o.
11 is shown with a cut-off relay which is op
erated when the telephone receives a call, dis
connecting the line relays, etc., of the connector
from the line so they \vill not interfere with ring
ing the called telephone.

In explanation of the above, it should be said
that a system employing a connector for each
telephone is rarely, if ever, installed. The idea is
used here merely to convey an understanding
of the system.

Review

Fig. 8

1. \Vhat are the two banks of a switch called?

2. \Vhich bank has double contacts?

3. \Vhat are the normal wires? Compare with
manual equipment.

4. How many impulses are sent over the line when
o is dialed?

Fig. 9

5. 'What equipment is necessary for a 100 line sys
tem?

6. \Vhat is the function of the cut-off relay?

•

\
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•

Fig. 10. Connector switch
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:>. Clear the called line of attachmellts. (See
B. C. O. rela~' Fig-. 9.)

(II) Guard ag-ainst cnllllccllOll with the
busy linc.

(b) rrO\'ide an audihle signal to notifr the
tailing l'uh"criber that the line is busy.

~. Protect both the called and calling lines trom
intnl$1on.

Principles of Automatic Telephony

CHAPTER"

The Connector Switch

T ilE connector switch consists of sel'eral
rcla~'s mounted all a base, a ftame of cast
iron on which are mounted two bearin).:"s.

a shaft capable of being dri\'en step by step by
magnets first in a vertical direction and then
being' given a step by slep rotary motiol1, and
a set of banks to which are connected the lines
of 100 telephones. To the shaft is auached a
pair or bronze wipers for making cunnectiOIl to
the lines leading to the telephones:

In Fig. 10, the parts mentioned ahOI'C as well
as 111an,l' others which go to make IIp the C'lll1

plete conncctor will he found.
An established connection between two suh

scribers of an automatic s~'stem may. and u:>ually
does, in\'oil'e line switches, selectors (the llum
bel' of selectors in the series is determined by the
size of the .<;)'stem) and a conncctor. Regardless
of thc amount and kind of equipmcnt comprising
an e:.:chan~e the connector is usually op~rate(1

by the dialing of the last two digits of the tde·
phone number. This is true regardless of the
number of digits comprising thc number.

The many dUlies which the COllncctor performs
arc listed below as its functions and are named
in the order in which they take place in operation.

The functions of the connector resemhle those
of the manual operator and the conncctor corre·
spoll,ls with the equipmC'llt with which she COIll
plel(~s tcJephone connections. Its hanks corre
spond to the line jacks ill a manual board
equipped wilh 100 lines. The shait of the switch
corresponds to the operator·s hand and arm, th~

wiper cords to thc switchboard cord, and the
shaft wipers to the plug which the hand and
arm of the operator cle\'ate1i to the (lcsired
number.

The functions 0f the cunUcl-tor switch are a,;;
follo\\'s:

J. Execute the \'ertical and rotarr 1110\'Clllcnt of
the shaft under the control of the Ilial.

2. Keep the wipers di,;;cunnected during rota
tion SO as not to interiere with lines O\'er
whose terminals they rotate.

3. Test the called line to SC(' ii it is husy. This

busr test cOllsi:-:t5 oi t\\'o p,HtS: Fig. 11. Rear view of connector showing wiring

12
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P r inc iples of Au toma tic Telephony

6. Ring the bell at the called telephone.

7, Supply talking current to both telephones.

8. Release itself without interfering with other
lines,

9. Release other switches (selectors, etc.)
associated with it in the connection.

Each function will now be taken up m its
proper order and explained in detail.

quarter to one-half the length of the core. The
length of the copper slug is determined by the
length of time it is desired to have the relay
remain operated after its circuit has been broken.
vor instance, a relay with a slug one-half its
length, would remain operated longer than one
\vith a slug one-quarter of its length, other con
ditions being equal.

•

COR.e.~
Sl-u4t.~

Et4D
"lEW,

@

"P;'-;:A':o"T To ?UL.1. UP - 5Ld'N To RE.L~~SE.
"6"-'51..O'N Ta PULl-Up "'Ul'N To REL!:.F\'SE,..
"C~SI..OW 'To "UI-L.l,)p SI..o'N "'1'0 R1:.L.I$.F\e;,e,.
'C):. ~~&T "Tb ?OI..l.. UP ~\-O'N ""0 It.EI..i;.ll'Ic:.1=..
"e::"~LO~ To ~1.:l1..1.. UP-SLoW To ~e\.'E:.!=Io:.e:-

coP?'eR. Sloe-ave. 8< !!!II..U CO( Cif''''E.'S Rel..~'<'
p. G-R.E.~E.~ ltF\'NGiE. OF p\t):rUc:.Tl'Is.~.,..

.LSI.I.:lGr RR~·
-T EWD 'MITIoI.
'SLoe.e:.\l= ct4 C4~ .

E
Fig. 12. Conventional symbols for slow acting relays

..

f

Slow Acting Relays
In the operation of some circuits, such as the

impulse circuit which will be later described, it
is necessary that certain relays remain operated
while their circuits are momentarily broken. To
accomplish this the slow acting relay shown in
Fig 12 is used. This relay has a copper slug fitted
tightly to the core. The slug extends from one-

13

Copper slugs

Placing the copper slug at the heel end of the
core does not delay the armature in pulling up
when the coil is energized, but does make it slow
to release when de-energized. This type is il
lustrated in Fig 12. (A and D.)

\Vhen the copper slug is placed on the arma
ture end it will, in addition to making the arma-
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ture slow to release, also cause it to be slow in
pulling up when the relay coil is energized. This
type is illustrated in Fig 12. (B and C.)

Connector Circuit
Impulse circuit

Fig. 13 shows the impulse and vertical
and rotary magnet circuits of a connector. As
suming that the calling subscriber's line is con
nected directly to the windings of relay A, when
the receiver is lifted or removed from the hook,
relay A will be energized by current flowing

Fig. 13. Impulse circuit of connector

from (+) battery through one winding, the
(+) side of the line, through the impulse springs
at the telephone, the (-) side of the line, the
other winding of relay A to (-) battery.

Relay A, by the operation of its spring contacts
energizes relay B which prepares the vertical
magnet circuit to receive the impulses. The
dial is now turned and impulses are sent from
the telephone causing A to release a number
of times in quick succession depending on the
figure dialed. Relay B being slow acting holds
up during the series of impulses. \Vhen the first
impulse causes relay A to fall back a circuit is
closed from (+) battery through back contact
relay A, make contact relay B, off normal
springs, through winding of series relay C, verti
cal magnet to (-) battery. This elevates the
shaft one step.

14

The instant the shaft is elevated one step, the
off normal springs are released mechanically.
They now shift their positions so that springs
No.1 and No.3 separate and No.2 and No.3
make contact. \Vhen the next or second impulse
from the telephone again de-energizes relay A,
the circuit is closed from (+) battery at its
springs, through off normal springs 2 and 3,
through make contact relay C, winding relay C,
vertical magnet to (-) battery. Relay C, being
slow acting remains energized while the im
pulses are passing through its winding. Each
succeeding impulse of this series takes the same
circuit. After this series of vertical impulses
has been completed, relay C, receiving no more
current, falls back and switches the impUlse cir
cuit from the vertical to the rotary magnets
through its back contact.

The impulses delivered to relay A by the dial
ing of the next digit have a similar effect except
that each time relay A falls back, it completes
a circuit from (+) battery through its back con
tact, through make contact relay B, off normal
springs Nos. 2 and 3, back contacts of relays
C, G and H, through the rotary magnet to (-)
battery. This steps the wipers around in a
horizontal direction.

The !,~ M. F. condenser in series with the 10
ohm resistance to ground connected to the make
contact of relay B prevents undue sparking at
the springs of relay A during impulsing.

Relay E is connected in multiple with the
rotary magnet and receives a portion of the impulse
current delivered by the A relay during the rotary
motion. It energizes on the first rotary step and, be
ing slow acting, remains operated during the series
of rotary impulses. \Vhen operated, its springs
form a shunt around the back contacts of relay
G, so that in case G should operate, the rotary
magnet circuit will not be opened because it is
maintained through the make contacts of relay E.

Relay G is the busy relay and operates each
time the private wiper of the connector passes
over the private contact of a busy line.

Testing for busy

During the time of rotary movement relay
E, due to its slow acting feature, remains op
erated, connecting the private wiper through to

•

c ....
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Fig. 14. Circuit showing busy test of called line
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the winding of the busy relay G. Fig. 14 shows
this circuit in detail.

It should be noted here that whenever a line
is busy, either by reason of being called or by
making a call, the private bank contact of that
number is connected to (+) bil-ttery.

vVhen the private wiper reaches the private
bank terminal of the number, a circuit is com
pleted from (+) battery to the busy relay G
tbrough the contacts of relays E and H. Relay
G, operating, connects the busy tone to the call
ing line.

Relay E, the rotary impulses being finished,
now releases, transferring the circuit of relay
G from (+) battery on the private bank contact
to (+) battery on the springs of relay B. Lock
ing the circuit of the busy relay in the foregoing
manner assures that it will not permit the con
nector to cut in on the line when the called line
becomes disengaged, or in other words, when
(+) battery is removed from the private bank
contact.

Relay E is equipped with "make before break"
springs so as to accomplish the transfer of this
circuit from the private wiper to (+) battery of
relay B, without any chance of the circuit being
broken.

The rotary impulse circuit is opened at relay
G, (Fig. 13) when the connector is giving the
busy signal to the calling line so that in case
the calling subscriber operates the dial, the con
nector cannot step from the busy line. The only
way to accomplish connection to a number which

15

has been found busy is to hang up the receiver,
allow the connector to restore to normal, and
dial the number again.

A line that is not busy has its private con
tact connected through the winding of the cut-off
relay of its line switch to (-) battery.

Assuming now that the called line is not busy,
relay G will not energize, but, as soon as relay
E has released a circuit will be closed from (-)
battery at the cut-off relay, through its winding
to the private contact and private wiper, through
the back contact of relay E, the 125 ohm winding
of relay H, the back contact of relay G, to (+)
battery at the springs of relay B. This en
ergizes the 125 ohm winding of relay H, giving
it sufficient power to make its spring contacts,
designated "X" in Fig. 14. This connects the
1300 ohm winding of relay H to (+) battery
at the contact of relay B, operating relay Hits
full stroke, and maintaining it in operation
throughout the time the connector is in use.

Rinping circuit

Fig. ] 5 illustrates in addition to the ring
ing circuit, three other operations of the con
nector, v",hich are so closely related to the ringing
and answering of the called telephone that they
have been shown together.

\Vhen the wipers of the connector have been
elevated to the bank contacts of the called line
and it is found to be idle, relay H immediately
connects (+) battery to the interrupter equip
ment. This interrupting device operates the
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F
Ko"E~- CON~"'C.~"X" ON

RELI'l'l' ·.,...·'To M"~"
~RST,

Fig. 15. Ringing and ring-cut-off circuits using ground connected generator
..

----------------

Fig. 16. Ringing and ring-cut-off circuits using battery connected generator
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generator control relay, which furnishes alter
nating current from a ringing generator to the
connector switch, through a resistance lamp,
contacts of relays F and H, thence over the
wiper to one side of the line, through the bell
of the called telephone, back over the other
side of the line and wiper, through contacts o~

relays Hand F, 200 ohm winding of relay F to
(-) battery, thus completing the circuit and
ringing the bell of the called telephone.

The generator control relay is operated inter
mittently by a cam on the generator shaft or
other form of interrupting device.

During the period that the control relay is
not operated, it falls away, thus disconnecting
the ringing current from the connector. Dur
ing this period the telephone bell will not ring.
This is known as the "silent period." In the si
lent period the generator lead to the connector
is connected direct to (+) battery through the
back contact of the control relay, so that in the
event the party answers during the silent period,
the F relay will operate.

Ringing tone

The party making the call knows that the
bell of the called party's telephone is ringing,
becaus~ of the ringing induction tone heard in
the receiver each time the control relay sends
ringing current out over the line. Because the
return path of the ringing current is through
the 200 ohm winding of relay F, a certain amount
of current is induced in the 1300 ohm winding,
through the winding of relay D to the (+) side
of line and thence through the calling telephone
and over the (-) side of line to (-) battery
at relay A. A portion of this induced current
will be lost through the path to (+) battery at
relay A before passing out on the line, but enough
current takes the route through the telephone to
give the desired tone.

The copper sleeve and slug over the core of
relay F give it a greater range of adjustment.
This prevents its operation when the ringing
current passes through its 200 ohm winding. The
copper sleeve and slug reduce the impedance to
the ringing current.

When the called party answers, the removal of
receiver places the transmitter and receiver

17

across the line (See Fig. 3) which allows the 200
ohm winding of relay F to receive direct current
from the battery in series with the generator.
This operates the armature of relay F far enough
to bring the pair of springs marked "X" into
contact, which closes the circuit of the 1300
ohm winding of relay F from (-) battery to
(+) battery at the springs of relay B, thus op
erating the armature of relay F its full stroke,
opening the generator and interrupter start cir
cuits, and connecting the lines of the called tele
phone through to the windings of relay D, which
operates.

The ringing circuit shown in Fig. 16 is the
same as that described in Fig. 15 except for the
following. The machine which furnishes the ring
ing current is in continuous operation; the
generator is connected to the line through the
200 ohm winding of relay F instead of direct.
The ringing induction tone is obtained by bridg
ing a .005 M. F. condenser across the open line
spring contacts on relay F so that a small amount
of the generator cun-ent will pass back to the
calling telephone direct instead of by induction.
Since in order to obtain the ringing induction
tone it is not necessary to utilize relay D, its
windings are permanently connected to (-)
and (+) battery respectively.

Cutting off the ring, reversal of battery, etc.,
is exactly the same in this method of ringing as
described under Fig. IS.

Current rez1ersal

Relay D, operating reverses the battery cur
rent supply on the lines to the calling telephone.

Fig. 17. Transmission circuit with battery to calling
line reversed
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This reversal is accomplished by the springs on
relay D which are of the "make before break"
type and therefore operate without opening the
line circuit. Opening of either one of the lines
would de-energize relay A and might cause the
connector to release.

Transmission circuit

The transmission circuit of the connector is shown
in Fig. 17. Battery to the transmitter of the
calling telephone is fed through relay A while
battery to the called telephone is fed through
relay D. These two circuits are separated by con
densers which provide a path for the voice currents
to pass between the two telephones. The spring
contacts of the connector through which the con
versation passes are shown in this figure.

The battery is reversed to the calling party
for the purpose of operating a service meter or
to give supervision in case the call originated at
a manual board.

Disconnect supervision

Following a conversation, as shown by the
circuit in Fig. 17, should the calling party place
the receiver on the hook before the called party
does, the A relay will fall away and by the (+)
battery on its spring contacts, relayed through
the contacts of relays Band D, cause the super
visory lamp to glow. It will be noted that the
connector release magnet circuit remains open at
the springs of relay D.

Should the called party replace receiver before
the calling party does, relay D will fall away con
necting the (+) battery from springs of relay H,

o
1

~

Fig. 18. Disconnect supervisory circuit
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.:ontacts of relays F and D to the supervisory
lamp, causing the lamp to glow. Under these
conditions, the release magnet circuit of the con
nector is open at the springs of both relays A
and B.

This method of supervision is similar to that
employed On cord circuits of common battery
manual switchboards, and assures that any con
nection being held by either the called or calling
party will be instantly observed by the attendant.

Battery to the supervisory lamp may be dis
connected by means of the switch, in those of
fices where it is desired to supervise for held
connections at certain times throughout the day.

Release magnet circuit

Normally the release magnet circuit of the
connector is open at the off normal springs.
vVhen the connector is seized, the release magnet
circuit is also open at the springs of relay B.
The first vertical step of shaft operates the off
normal springs closing the release magnet cir
cuit at that point, and makes the release of the
connector dependent upOn the replacement of the
receiver by both parties.

The 500 ohm N.!. resistance wound on top of
and in multiple with the winding of the release
magnet prevents undue sparking at the off nor
mal springs when the release circuit is opened.

As previously explained, the connector is not
released until both parties have replaced the re
ceivers, although the remainder of the switches
release immediately following the replacement of
the receiver by the calling party.

Assume that the calling party is first to replace
the receiver. Relay A will fall back, but relay B,
being slow acting, remains operated long enough
to close a circuit from (+) battery at the back con-

5{e5 ------=R~o...llo1 ~
3~
~ A~

Fig. 19. Release circuit of connector
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tact of relay A, make contact relay B, off normal
springs, \vinding relay E to (-) battery, thus op
erating relay E and disconnecting (+) battery
from the release trunk. Removal of (+) bat
tery from the release trunk permits all switches
associated with the connector to release. Relay
E restores to normal and places (+) battery on
the release trunk again from the springs of relay
H. This (+) battery protects the connector
against being selected for another call while it
is held in this manner by the called party.

Replacement of the receiver by the called party
allows relay D to fall back, closing the releas~

magnet circuit allowing the connector to release.

" .TIt

Fig. 20. Protection of connector during interval between
hanging up of calling and called subscribers

Review

Fig. 12

1. \Vhy are slow acting relays used?

2. vVhy are slugs sometimes placed on the heel
end of the core and other times on the arma
ture end?

Fig. 13

3. \Vhat relay on the connector is energized
when the receiver is removed from the hook?

4. \Vhat are impulses?

S. vVhat relay vibrates in response to the im
pulses sent from telephone?

6. Trace the vertical impUlse circuit.

I. Trace the rotary impulse circuit.

8. Why is the C relay called the "series" re
lay?

9. At what point is the impulse circuit
switched from the vertical to the rotary
magnet?

10. \Vill the resistance of the rotary magnets
increase or decrease if they become heated
from continued operation?

./

Fig. 21. Complete connector circuit
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Fig. 14

11. Give the letter and the resistance of busy
relay.

12. What part docs relay E play III giving the
busy tone?

13. What condition does the private wiper find
on the private contact of a busy line?

14. Why is the rotary magnet circuit opened
when busy relay is operated?

IS. "Vhat is the procedure for a party who re
ceives the busy tone?

20. Can ringing be stopped during silent pe
riod?

21. Describe the purpose of the two windings on
ring cut-off relay F.

Fig. 16

22. How is the ringing induction tone furnished
to the calling party?

23. How does the ringing circuit in this figure
differ from the ringing circuit showll in Fig.
15 ?

•

24.

,-,.

26.

Fig. 11

To which telephone is the current supply
reversed?

\\'hy are make before break springs used on
relay "D"?

\-\ihich relay feeds battery to calling party's
telephone? To the called party's telephone?

Give the resistance of the battery feed relays.

Fig. 22. Connector side of 100 line unit

Fig. 15

16. How is the ringing interrupter equipment
started?

17. How is the ringing induction tone furnished
to the calling party?

18. Describe how the "ring cut-off" is accom
plished.

19. How is the ringing interrupter stopped?

20

Fig. 18

28. Describe the conditions when supervisory
No.1 causes pilot lamp to glow.

29. Describc thc conditions when supervisory
:\0. 2 causes pilot lamp to glow.

30. ITow does this compare with manual cord
supervision?

Fig. 19

31. \Nhere is the release magnet circuit open,
whcn the switch shaft is at normal?

32. How call the called party hold the release
magnet circuit opcn? \Vhich relay remains
operated?

33. \Vhich party controls thc release of the con-
nector? _ ..

34. \ \'hy is rclay B made slow acting?

Fig. 20

35. Which rclay connects (+) battery to the
release trunk after relay B falls back?

•
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CHAPTER 5

The Selector Switch

•

T
HE mechanism of the selector as shown
in Fig. 23 is practically the same as that
of the connector; it employs the same

type of shaft, wipers, banks, release mechanism,
etc.

The $elector differs from the connector, in that
only the vertical movement is controlled by the
dial, which means that only one digit is re·
quired to operate it. The rotary movement is
entirely automatic and scn'es to select an idle
trunk from the level to which the wipers are
stepped by the vertical movement of the shaft.

The selector functions are as follow5:

1. Elevate the shaft by means of impulses from
the dial.

2. Find and connect with an idle trunk.
(a) Rotate shaft aUlOmatically.
(b) Keep circuit to line wipers open while

wipers are rotating over bank con
tacts.

(c) Test each trunk.
(d) Stop rotary movement at first idle tnmk

found.
(e) Protect the trunk selected.
(f) Extend lines through to next switch and

disconnect attachments.

.." .... _..-

Fig. 23. Selector switch

Fill:. 23A. Switc::hroom view showinll: selectors
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3. Release itself before or after it has cut through
to succeeding switch.

4. Release itself without interfering with other
trunks.

5. Give busy tone to the subscriber if all trunks
of the level called are engaged.

Transfer Trunks
By the enlargement of the system from 100 to

1000 lines, it is obvious that some means of
trnnking must be provided to select a connector
in the proper 100 group.

Early development in manual tel e p h 0 n y
made use of the transfer trunk to secure con
nection between two subscribers in different
groups. A number of such trunks were provided
between operators' positions. An operator re
ceiving a call for a subscriber whose line ter
minated in an adjacent position would extend

the call to that position over one of the trans
fer trunks and the connection would be com
pleted to the subscriber's line by the operator
in that position.

It was soon discovered, however, that this was
not the most efficient method. Consequently it
was abandoned, and the plan of providing a full
multiple of all subscribers' lines accessible to each
operator was adopted.

Development of the trunking for the automatic
system was just the reverse to that of the
manual. The first plans tried in automatic were
based on the principle of the full multiple, but
were later abandoned in favor of the transfer
trunk principle. This method is still employed in
automatic trunking.

IOOO line systent

The trunking arrangement of a 1000 line sys
tem is shown in Fig. 24. Instead of each tele-

•
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phone being connected to a connector switch as
in the 100 line system, the telephones are now
connected to selector switches. The selector se
lects a connector in the proper hundreds group
and the connector the tens and units as before.
This makes possible the enlargement of the sys
tem from 100 to 1000 lines.

In a 1000 line system of this kind, there would
be 1000 first selectors. The bank contacts of
these selectors would be multipled together, and
from each row or level of contacts, there would
be trunks to the connectors of each 100 group of
subscribers' lines.

For convenience we will consider these trunks
to be on a straight 10 per cent basis, that is, 10
trunks from each level of contacts of the first
selector banks to 10 connectors in each 100 line
group.

Each telephone number of a 1000 line system
has 3 digits. It will be observed that to change

a 100 into a 1000 line system it is only necessary
to terminate the lines on selectors instead of con
nectors and to provide the additional connector
groups.

'When telephone number 125 is dialed, the connec
tion is completed as foHows: Dialing the digit
'"1" elevates the wipers of the calling subscrib
el,"'s first selector up to the first level. The se
lector then automatically rotates its wipers
over the contacts of that level until a trunk to an
idle connector of the 100 group is found. Dial
ing the digit "2" elevates the wipers of the con
nector to the second level. The digit 5 is now
dialed. This extends the connector wipers to the
fifth set of contacts of the second row (or Ko.
25). This connects the calling party's telephone
vvith the called party's telephone No. 125.

10000 Line System

To increase the number of telephones from
1000 to 10,000 it is only necessary to introduce

===== =====}W\R~C""I~""
- - - - - - - - - IlURFI\..--------------_ ........ ----
...... ----------
_ -- -- - - - --C.OMp\'I'lINT
----- --- --\\oI"o~""\O,TIO'"
- ---- -----"T"\loJIe,

===================:::::;----,

-- -------l1JJ ,a.o

==========~~~~~

==========~oo========== 3000
---------- ----------~~~~-i

========== ========== ~~---------- ~'!Ps~ ---------- gi

==============~:=;II ~!c;1lI.:;:

=========.=~~
\~~

"TDT \..

LoCI
...----t.....1t•

Fig. 25. Trunking scheme for 10,000 line system (4 digit)
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2nd selectors between the 1st selectors and con·
nectors. A diagram of the trunking arrangement
of a lO,()(X) line system is shown in Fig. 25.

In a system of this sir.e the first selector selects
the desired thollsand, the secont! selector the de·
sired hundred, and the connector the tens and
units or in other words the desired line itself.

Instead of the trunks from the le"els of the
first selectors being connected direct to connec·
tors as was the case in the 1000 line system, they
are, in the IO,C<lO line system, connected to sec·
ond selectors. The bank contacts of the second
selectors are connected to the connectors. Each
level of the first selectors represents a capacity
of 1000 lines. In the 1()(x) line system each first
selector level represents a capacity of 100 lines.
In other words, for each group of selectors

(firsts, seconds, etc.), added. the capacity of the
exchange (in lines) is multiplied by ten. Each
telephone number in a IO,C<lO line system ha!> 4
digits.

Special service llulI/bers

Each exchange is provided with special serv
ices such as Long Distance, Illfornl;llion, Com·
plaint, \.virc Chief, etc. Where an operator is
in attendance, means for cOllnecting to these is
shown in Fig. 25. Dialing "0" connects to Long
Distance; 912, Infonnation; 913, Complaint, etc.

Selector Circuit
Tmpu!sc eircl/its

The vertical impulse circuit of the selector is
very similar to that of the connector and IS

•

I

Fig. 26. Interior of se.ltttor board
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shown in Fig. 27. \Vhen the switch has been se
lected by a subscriber in establishing a connec
tion, relay A is energized by (+) battery flow
ing through secondary of the dial tone induction
coil, bottom winding of relay A over + line,
through the telephone, back over - line, top
winding to (-) battery. Relay A by the operation
of its spring contacts energizes relays Band M.
Relay 13 prepares the vertical magnet circuit to

A canses it to fall back, connecting (+) bat
tery throngh back contact relay D, back con
tact A, make contact B through series relay
C, vertical magnet to (-) battery. This ele
va tes the shaft one step.

The first vertical step of the shaft allows the
off normal springs to make contact, thus oper
ating relay E from (-) battery through its wind
ing, off normal springs, contact relay C to (+)

l

-------

RLse ·TRK.·

----._---

it

...

Fig. 27. Impulse circuit of selector

receive the impulses from the dial, and relay '}';1
closes the dial tone circuit through the primary
of the induction coil. The dial tone is induced
into the secondary winding of the induction coil
and is heard by the calling party, indicating
that connection has been made to a first selector
and that the subscriber can now dial. The dial
is turned and impulses are sent from the tele
phone causing relay A to fall back each time the
line circuit is interrupted at the telephone. Re
lay B, being slow acting, holds up during these
impulses. The first impulse delivered to relay

battery at the springs of relay B.
Relay Iv! furnishes battery to all B relays

of one selector shelf or twenty selector switches.

Rotary action

Fig. 28 shows the rotary "cut in" circuit.
.<\fter the vertical impulses have ceased, the se
ries relay cIe-energizes, closing a circuit from
(+) battery at the springs of relay B, through
the contact relay E and winding of rotary magnet
to (-) battery, energizing the rotary magnet.
This rotates the shaft ancI its wipers on to the

25
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R.l-'ie.TR~.

o
c..

Fig. 28. Rotary "cut-in" circuit of selector

first set of contacts. After relay C falls away,
relay E remains energized by means of its lock
ing circuit from (+) battery at the contacts of
relays D and E, rotary magnet, through the 210
ohm winding of relay E to (-) battery..

Switching through
The rotary armature operating, opens the ro-

tary springs and opens the locking circuit of re
lay E allowing it to fall away.

Continuing with the description given in Fig.
28, should the private wiper (Fig. 29) now be
resting on a grounded contact (which would in
dicate a busy trunk), a circuit would be closed
from (+) battery on the private wiper through
back contact on relay D, rotary magnet springs,

PRI'J.
'IN\~a'i2

•

IU.S .iR.K·

Co

Automatic rotary circuit of selectorFig. 29.
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off normal springs, through relay E to (-) bat
tery, energizing relay E. This closes a circuit
from (+) battery from the springs of B through
the rotary magnet to (-) battery rotating the
shaft another step. The circuit of E is again
unlocked (as shown in Fig. 28) by the rotary
armature opening its springs.

Should the next private contact be found
grounded this same operation will be repeated,
until an idle trunk is found.

\Vhile the private wiper rests on a grounded
contact, both sides of the winding of relay Dare
grounded. Relay D is therefore shunted out and

\Vhen relay D operates, it switches the lines to
the wipers thus connecting the telephone through
to the switch ahead, energizing its A and B relays
the latter of which will ground the release trunk
of that switch, and therefore the private wiper
of the switch we are considering.

This keeps relay D operated in series with
relay E from ground at the release trunk to bat
tery at relay E, even after relays A and B
fall back. It will be noticed that relay D opens
the circuit of relay A, but relay B does not fall
back until after relays A and B of the next
switch have operated.

S
rtLSE.
T~K

5HF\~T CRM
SPR.llI1GS.

WIPERS

......tlr--L.,RL.~E
'-ft-~""""~p.~

+LI~E

•

...

Fig. 30. Selector circuit showing lines switched through

cannot operate until the private wiper reaches
an ungrounded contact, indicating an idle trunk,
thus removing the shunt from relay D.

\Vhen this happens, relay D, with shunt re
moved, operates from (+) battery at relay B,
through the shaft cam springs, winding of relay
D, contacts rotary magnet springs, off normal
springs, through relay E to (-) battery. This
circuit is shown in Fig. 30.

Relay D will operate in series with relay E but
relay E will not operate in series with relay D
because of its small number of ampere turns and
stiff spring tension.

\Vhen relay D is operated, switching the lines
through, the release magnet circuit is opened.

Release l1wgnet circuit

The calling party, placing the receiver on the
hook causes relays A and B on the connector switch
to fall away, removing the (+) battery from the
release trunk and allowing relay D on the selector
to restore and close its release magnet circuit
from (+) battery at springs of relay D, con
tacts relays A and B, off normal springs, wind
ing of release magnet, winding relay X to (-)
battery. This circuit is shown in Fig. 31. The
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Fig. 31. Release circuit of selector

release magnet armature operates, causing the
switch to restore to normal.

A II trunks busy

A selector, seeking an idle trunk on a level

where all the trunks are at that moment engaged,
will have its shaft automatically rotated to the
11 th position (its wipers are entirely free of the
bank contacts) and give the calling party the
husy tone.

,.

]
o-N I :J

Ro,."q,"(
MI:\(,~e.TS

ONE CONe. r~RA

SfrL.. GR'OUP

Fig. 32. Selector circuit, showIng "all trunks busy" condition
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\Vhile the shaft is in the 11th rotary posi
tion, it operates a set of cam springs, opening
the circuit of relay D, preventing that relay
from operating. It also disconnects the dial tone
from the winding of line relay A and substitutes
(+-) battery on ~which the busy tone is induced.

Review

Fig. 24

1. \Vhat equipment is necessary for a 1000 line
system?

2. How many digits are there in each tele
phone number of a 1000 line system?

7. \Vhat would be the effect if the springs on
relay C failed to make when it restores to
normal?

Fig. 28

8. Describe how the rotary cut-in 1S accom
plished.

9. How is the circuit to relay E opened?

10. \Vhen do the off normal springs make con
tact?

Fig. 29

11. ~What takes place after the rotary cut-in,
providing the private wiper rests on a
grounded contact?

)
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Fig. 33. Complete selector circuit

Fig. 25

3. \Vhat equipment is necessary for a 10,000
line system? 100,000 line system? 1,000,000
line system?

Fig. 27

4. \\That relays on the selector energize when
the receiver is removed from the telephone?

J.What would be the effect on the operation
of the switch if relay B was not slow acting?

6. What circuit does relay C prepare during
the vertical impulses?

12. Why is relay D shunted (ground on both sides)
during the rotary motion?

Fig. 30

13. Trace the circuit showing how relay D is
first energized.

14. How is relay D held energized after it has
switched the lines through to the next
switch?

15. \\That relays are energized on the selector
during the talking period?
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19. What happens when the shaft operates the
cam springs on the 11 th rotary step?

20. Why is the circuit of relay D opened?

21. Trace the release magnet circuit of the se
lector when releasing from the 11th position
(F;g. 33).

Fig. 31
16. \Vhere is the release magnet circuit open

when the selector is at normal?

Ii. \Vhere is the release magnet cirCliit open
after the selector has switched through to
the next switch?

18. What controls the release of the selector
after it has switched through to the next
switch?

, .
~.

Fig... 3z;" ':". ... '~ ..;

•
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CHAPTER 6

Line Switches

PREVIOl;S to the. invention of the line
switch it was COlllmon practice to terminate
each subscriber's line on a sc.lector switch.

The lincswitch IS a nOll-numcrical switch at-

tached to each snbscriber's line, and serves to
COllnect the line to a trunk leading to an idle
COJ1l1ector in a 100 line system or an idle fi~ se-
lector in a larger system. f ..

l-1t<lE 2El..AY

JACK

,

•

•

Fig. 34. Plunger type line switch and bank
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Plunger Line Switch

The lineswitch consists of a line relay and a
Cllt-off relar, such as is used in common battery
manual practice, and a plunger which can be
drawn into a set of bank contacts, operating them
and thus connecting the subscriber's line to a
trunk leading to a selector switch. In other
words, it makes possible the use of a small group
of trunks by a larger group of subscribers' lincs_

The lineswitch bank differs in construction
from the connCCWr bank, as can be seell by the
photograph in Fig. 34.

]00 fillc system, llSillg lille switches

In Fig. 36 is shown a 100 line system using
line switches. The line switch shown is standing
with its plunger pointing opposite the third

Fig. 35. Group of 100 plunger line switches

trunk. \-Vhen the receiver is removed from the
hook the lineswitch plunger operates the set of
contacts associated with trunk No.3, extending
the cOllncction from telephone through the lille·
switch bank to the connector switch associatcd
with trunk No.3. Thc fan tail of the lincswitch
plunger is di"engaged from the guide shaft when

31

the lineswitch is plunged into the bank. Thc
instant that any lineswitch of a group plunges,
discngaging itself from guide shaft, thc remain
ing plungers seatcd on the shaft arc stepped op
posite the contacts of an idle trunk.

The entire 100 lilles arc served by ten connec~

tors ~tl10re or lcss can be used as the traffic re
qnires) <In<1 each lincswitch in the group has
access to ,IllY one of thc ten COllncctors.

~.o "" r•. ~}'""._ "I!I......""...

o =",,>.U't\DooI'" =........................",..,,,>~..~ ~.... ~,.......
Fig. 36. 100 line system using line switches

The student is asked to compare the abo\'e sys
tem with the one described in connectiou with
Fig. 9 where a COUll ector is nsed for each linc.
For the purpose of this comparison. assume the
cost of a lincswitch to be only One~thil"(l that
of a conllcctor.

1,000 line Sj'SIC1I~, u~ilJg lille switches

Fig. 3i shows thc trllllking arrangement of a
1000 line system using a lineswitch for each tele
phone. This is the same as fig-. 36 except the
size of Systelll has becn increased to 1000 lines.

It will be observed that the first digit from
the dial opcrates the first selector, just as it did

Fig. 37. 1,000 line system using line switches

before the lineswitch was introduced in the sys
tem. (See Fig. 24.)

]0,000 [i1lc s"stem, using line switches

Jo Fig. 39 the trunkiog arrangement of a
10,000 line system is showll, using a lincswitch
for each telephone.

The first selectors select the thousands groups,
the second selectors the hundreds, and the con
nectors as usual the tens and llllits.



Fig. 38. Side view of 100 line unit
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Fig. 40 shows the trunking arrangement of a
10,(0) line system and the method of multiplying
or connecting together, the banks of the line
switches. Lineswitch No. 03 is shown plunged
on tnmk No.4 while the remainder of the line
switches, seated On the shaft gllide have been
stepped opposite the next idle tl"llllk, which il'!
this case is No.3.

Talki"9 circuit

Fig. -II shows the talking circuit hetween two
telephones. \Vhile this illustrates a connection
between two telephones of a 100 line system, yet
this condition will be identical 011 systems of any
size. On larger systems, the lines merely pass
through the switching relay cOntact:- of the van·
ous selector switches.

The plunger of thc lincswitch associated with
telephone No. 90, is shown plunged into its bank.,
which extends the lines from the telephone to re
lay A of the connector switch. The wipers of
the conneClOr switch connect the D relay to the
called telephone, The cut-off relays of both line
switches are shown operated, thus clearing both
lines of attachments and lea\'illg them free for
ringing and talking.

Current to the transmitter of the calling tele
phone is fed through relay A while current to
the called telephone is fed through relay D.

},tfccllaniCJ' of thl' lilll!S1entcll

The lineswitch is the centra! office equipment
upon which the subscribers' lines terminate.

Each lincswitch consists oi a line relay, pull
down coil, and bridge cut-off relay, The circuit
uf these is ShOWl1 in Fig. 44,

The line relay has a resistance of 5(X) ohms and
is mounteu on the outside edge of the frame.
The pull down am! bridge cllt-off coils are both
wound on the same core alltl han: a resistanct'
of 45 and 1200 ohms respectively.

The functions or the lineswitch are as follows:

I. Operate the plunger, causing it to enter the
bank and extend the lines to the selectOl
or connector switch.

2. Disconnect the line relay and (+) battery from
the line.

•
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Fig. 39. 10,000 line system using line switches

3. Cause master switch to drive away other
plungers so that privacy of the trunk is
assured.

4. 'Vhen in use it connects ground from the se
lector to the connector bank so as to prevent
the connectors from connecting to this line
while it is engaged.

The circuit of the lineswitch IS similar to that
of a manual line circuit using a cut-off relay
The removal of receiver energizes the line relay
A, which in turn energizes the pull down wind
ing causing the plunger to enter the bank. The
bank contacts brought into connection by the
plunger, connect the calling party's line to a
trunk leading to a first selector. After the con
nection to the first selector is complete, the line
relay falls a\\'ay, opening the circuit to the pull
down coil. The plunger is held in the banks
by the RC.O. winding.

On an incoming call, the connector switch
establishes a guarding (+) potential on the pri
vate bank contact of the called party's number.
This, by means of the private normal wire, en
ergizes the B.C.O. winding on the called party's
lineswitch. and operates the hridge cut-off arma
ture, which opens the circuit to the line relay
and prevents the lineswitch from entering the
bank when the called party answers.
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Principles of Automatic Telephony

Fig. 42. Master switch and plunger guide shah mechanism

•

It is common practice to mount 100 line·
switches on one side of a frame and the associ·
rtted connectors on the other side.

Mechanics oj the Master Switch
Th~ ftlnCli(lll~ of the master switch (see Fig.

42) are as follows:

I. Keep the shaft with plungers engaged in stich
a position that all the plungers will be pointed
toward the contacts of an idle trunk.

2. Prevent any lineswitch from operating during
the time that the master switch is hUllting an
idle trunk.

The power for moving the master switch from
trunks one to ten is supplied !>y the solenoid.
lts movement from trunks ten to one is the
period during which it selects trunks. The
"V" spring furnishes the power for movement
during the trunk selecting period. The speed
with which the master switch and lineswitch

35

plungers move is c011trol1e<l by the master switch
go\·ernor and is between the limits o[ 105 and
ItO cycles per minute.

\,Vhen the trip relay A operates it locks me·
chanically and remains operated until the me
chanical lock is released by arm No. 10.

The master switch bank wiper is locked
mechanically to the locking segment and line
:,\\-itch shaft so that when the linesll'itches are
standing opposite the 10th trunk, the master
switch hank wiper is resting on the 10th master
"witch bank contact, etc.

Line alld master switch cirCIll~ls

Fig. 44 shows the circuit of the line and mas
ter s\\·itches together. The remo\·al of the re
ceive!' of the calling telephone closes the cir
cuit from r-) battery through the winding of
line relay A, contact RCO. springs, - line,
through telephone. + line. B.C.O. springs. to
slIpv'd (+) hattery. This causes line relay A

.:...---------------------------
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to operate and do~e the circuil from sUIH"!! (+)
battery contact relay A. pull dowlI winding. con
tact of relay D 10 open main (-) battery.

The foregoing ener':;7.es the pull OOWI1 coil al1<1
also operale" the RCO. ;mnaillre which dis·
connects line rday :\ from the line, but relay
A will remain operaled temporarily due 10 its
slow acting feature. Following the quick actir)l1
of the cuI-off arlnatllre the pllll down coil attracty,
the pll1ng-er ;Irmature and thrnsts the plungel
into the bank.

The plunger entering Ille bank closes the cir
cuit [rOI11 the Ielephone thfPlIgh the lineswilcll
bank eomans to relay A of lhe selector. Re
lay A on the selector, by the operation of its spring
contacts energizes relay B which grounds Ihe pri.

J6

"ale (,r rt:kasc trunk. Thi;; cln"es a circuit
through the lincswitch bank, B.c.a. \\'inding to (-)

hattcr~', and energizes the n.c.o. coil. which
holds the hl'idKe clll-off alUl plun;.rer armature
in an operated PO;,iliol1 after the line relay -\
has fallen away anti 01)Cl1erl the circuit to the
pllll (10\\'11 coil. This J"illlle circliit is abo con
nected to the private normal of the lineswitch,
protecting- lhe line frOIll sei7.ure hy a connector
switch (ll1rin~ the time. the lille i" cngag-cd.

The release of the lineswitch is affected by the
remov<ll of the. (+) b<ltlery on Ihe release trunk or
priv<lte by the )':witch ahead. \\'hell Ihe (+) hallery
is rel1lQ\'cd. the hridJ,.:t' cut-off coil of the line
switch being de-energized, will allow the plunger
to re!<tore to a position against the guide shaft.
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Principles of Automatic Telephony

The (+) battery on the release trunk is also
COlll1CCtC<1 through the master switch bank and
wiper to relay C of the master switch, thus put
ting" the master switch in motion. Relay C op
erating, doses a circuit from snpv'd (+) battery
through contact relay C, winding relay B to (-)
battery, tim:, oJlcrating rday B which dis-cn
gages thc lock lcyer from the locking segment
notches. This allows the locking segment to step
fronl the trunk :\0. 10 to Ko. 9 under the power
of the ';U" spring.

During the period that the master switch is
seeking an idle trunk, relay B closes a circuit
from (-) battery through its spring contacts, wind
ing of relay 0, to supv'd (+) battery, thus operat·
ing relay D, opening the open main (-) battery
to the pull (lawn coils of all lineswitches under
control of this master switch, until such time as
an idle trUllk is foum\. Disconnecting the bat
tery to the lineswitches prevents them from plung-

~~SIl»4$'R!N~

1t§r1'lR."( 1'I1l."'I

"''IGloIeT
SCREW

1"'Tt.Il;Il;~
5P\tltol<!l
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illg sIH;l\\!t1 a receiver be rcmOyed while the mas
ter switch is passing an engaged trunk.

'\-hCll the master switch wiper reaches an un
grounded contact, which indicates an idle trunk, the
starting relay C falls away and releases the locking
tl1<lgnet. Instantly the lock lever drops into a notch
in the locking segment stopping the guide shaft with
the idle plungers standing opposite this idle trunk.

'-\Then the guide shaft is opposite trunk No.1,
arlll No.1 is causing the two arm springs to make
contact. On the next call the starting relay
C operates causing the trip relay A to energize
which in tunt energizes the locking relay B.
The springs of the trip relay A are held to·
gether by the mechanical locking spring ana
keep relay B energized even though starting
relay C may fall away. They also energize
thc solenoid which pulls the guide shaft to tmnk
No. 10, where arm No. 10 opens the mechanical
lock placed on trip relay A. During the time
the guide shaft is stepping from trunk No. 1 to

Fig.45. Rotary line switch with line and cut-off relays

• t
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two spring contacts at the hub of each wiper.
The private wiper, by means of which the trunks
are selected, has a longer or flatter wiping sur
face than the others.

The pawl rests normally between the ratchet
wheel and stationary stop, locking the wipers in
position. The wipers do not move unless it is
necessary to hunt an idle trunk, which is deter
mined after the call is originated. The rotary
magnet armature and pawl move the wipers on
its return stroke from the power received from
the rotary magnet spring.

There is a line and cut-off relay with each line
switch. The line relay is slow acting and the
B.c.a. is quick acting. Associated with them
is a mechanical interlocking device, which per
mits the cut-off relay to move its armature suffi
ciently to separate all back contacts but does
not close any make, or front contacts if the line
relay is normal. If the line relay is energized
the cut-off relay can move its armature a full
stroke.

lolaTB~- 1l!L.""I' "s' WI(IEN G~oUIolO~b
I'\T PR.I'I.14oyt 'OREFll<S RI..~

'OFlClC. COIol'TPleTSt)8tlT' DO",!>
NOT CL.oS" TKE. MPll<.e
eo ....,T~c:T5 1:)1) IE l'b PI MEClotRW.tC F\l.
\"'OC.IC,INC!f oe....'(;e..

~o. 10 relay D remains operated thus opening
the open main battery feed to the pull down
coils. When trip relay A restores, the circuit
to the solenoid, relays B, D and sup'vd grd. are
opened and the locking relay B is returned to the
control of the starting relay C. If the 10th
trunk is busy the shaft will continue under the
power of the "U" spring to the first idle trunk.

Rotary Line Switch
The rotary lineswitch is a more recent devel

opment. It eliminates the master switch and
permits larger trunk groups and a more flexible
arrangement. The banks of rotary lineswitches
are made with both 25 and 50 sets of contacts.
At present the 25 contact bank is the most com~

monly used.
The rotary lineswitch, circuit of which is shown

in Fig. 46 and mechanism in Fig. 45 has a bank
and four double ended wipers and by traveling a
half cycle steps the wipers over all contacts.
The electrical circuit is made to the wiper by

•

•

•
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Fig. 46. Rotary line switch circuit
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Fig. 47. Swiu:hroom view, showing rotary line switches installed

•

,

Rotary line swi/clJ eirCllit

The removal of tilt: receiver by the calling
party causes the line relay A 10 energize from
(+) bauery, contact relay B, + line, telephone,
- line, contact rt:lay B, through winding of relay
A to (-) battery. Relay A operating makes the
uX" COlllacts first. 1f the trunk the wipers arc
resting on is husy, (+) battery will be connected
through the private wiper, back contact rclay B,
"X" contacts relay A, cont,tct rotary magnet, wind·
ing rotary magnet to (-) battery. Relay B does
not operate as it is shunted by (+) battery being
connected to both termillals of its winding. The
rotary magnet operating opens its own circuit at
the interrupter springs, upon completion of its
stroke. The rotary pawl and anllOlttlre restoring

40

to Ilunnal under the control uf the rotary mab'11et
restoring spring, steps the wipers to the Ilt:xt
trunk. Jf the next trunk is nOt busy the pri\'ate
wiper does not encounter (+) battery, therefore
rclay H operates from (+) battery, "Y" con
tacts, relay A, wiTldin~ relay B. contact I'Mary
lllag'nct. windil1g of rotary mag-act to (-) bat
\"er..... The rotary l1lagnet will Ilot operate in
series with relay B. Relay B, operating conneCtS
the - trunk, + trunk, and relea,;e trunk through
to the !irst selector.

Relay D is energizcd from the holding (+)
battery placed on release trunk at the first se
lector after relay :\ has fallen away.

On incoming calls Relay B is operated suffi
ciently to open aU back contacts from the (+)

•
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battery placed on the private normal at the con
nector bank.

The ;~ ?vI.F. condenser and 10 ohm resistance
connected to the rotary magnet prevent" undue
sparking at the interrupter contacts.

Review
1. \Vhy was the lineswitch developed?

Fig. 44
2. \Vhat relay on the lineswitch operates when

its line is called by a connector?

3. What is the purpose of the supervised
grouncl relav?

4. In which direction does the master switch
select trunks?

Fig. 46

S. \Vhat equipment is eliminated by the use
of the rotary linesvvitch?

6. Are the wipers of the rotary Iineswitch
stepped during the energization or de-energi
zation of the rotary magnet?

7. \:Vhy is the shunt placed around relay D
while the wipers are rotating over busy
trunks?

CHAPTER 7

Secondary Line Switches

•

T
fT E object of the secondary lineswitch

is to reduce the number of trunks and
trunking apparatus by taking advantage

of the economy offered by large trunk groups.
It has been proven by experience that small
tru 11k groups can not handle as many calls per
trunk as can large trunk groups.

Secondary lineswitches are used in two places:
first, (local) between primary lineswitches and
first selectors to reduce the number of first selec
tors required; and second, (outgoing) between
selector banks and repeaters (connected to trunks
to other offices) to reduce the number of trunk~

between offices.

Both the plunger and rotary type Iineswitches
are used as secondaries.

It is common practice to mount secondary
lineswitches on both sides of the mounting
frame; that is, 200 lineswitches to one frame ot

upright.

Each plunger type secondary unit is usually
divided into four sub-groups of 25 lineswitches
or less, and in some cases two sub-groups of SO
lineswitches or less.

Each rotary type secondary unit is divided
into two sub-groups of SO lineswitches or less.

Ten sub-groups constitute a complete or "reg·
ular group."

Assume each of ten primary lilleswitch units
each eqnipped with 100 lineswitchcs and ten
ontgoing trunks, each terminated on a first selec-
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tor. This would be referred to as 10% trunking
and would require 100 first selectors for outgo
ing 5ervice for the 1000 lines. On this basis each
100 lines would have access to only ten individual
fi rst selectors.

1t frequently occurs that the telephones of
some lineswitch units originate a greater numbeI
of calls than do the telephones of other units,
therefore, by terminating the primary lineswitch
trunks on secondary line switches a flexibility
is secured which makes all of the first selectors
available to any of the primary lineswitch trunks.
This method actually provides more outgoing
trunks to each lineswitch unit and reduces the:
number of first selectors due to the increased
efficiency of the large trunk group.

Plunger Primary Line Switch with
Plunger Secondary

Fig. 49 is a schematic circuit showing the Pri
mary Lineswitch, Primary Master Switch, Me
tering relays, Plunger Secondary Linesvvitch,
Secondary Master Switch and trunk connections
to first selectors.

The removal of the receiver by the calling
party closes the circuit from (-) battery through
winding of relay A, contacts B.C.O. springs, ~ line,
calling telephone, + line, contacts of B.C.O.
springs to supv'd (+) battery. This causes the
Ene relay A to operate and close the circuit
from sl1pv'd (+) battery through the pull down
winding, winding of relay G, contact relay Dl to
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(-) battery, thus energIZIng the pull down coil
which oper.ucs the RCO. armature and disconnectS
line relay .-\ from the line. Relay.\ remains
operated temporarily dlle to its slow acting fea
lure. Following the quick action of the cut-off
armature the pull dowll coil attracts the phl1l.~er

ar1J1<1ture aud thrusts the plunger into the bank.
The plunger entering the bank closes the cir

cuit from (+) b.·U1ery through meter relay M, (Re·

shunts its 3-100 ohm winding, thus gi\'ing the Slart
relay Cl sufficienl time to operate before the sec·
on<1ary lineswileh plunges into the bank.

The 3-100 ohm winding of relay .-\-1 is sufficient
resistance in the (-) hattery circuit to the sec·
(l11dary line swilches to prevcnt a shunt and its
conscCjll{,llt cffect of retarding the release of start
relay C1 when the primary master switch steps
to an idle trunk.

Fig. 48. Switchroom view, showing connectors and secondary line "witchC$ installed

••

•

jay 11 will not operate in scries with the 2700
ohm winding of relay C), primary lineswitch
bank contaclS, winding relay C to (-) battery.
Relay C operates and connects (+) battery
through its make contacts, 85 ohm pull rlown
winding of the seconclary lineswilch. B.C.C.
springs. through winding of rday :\2, contact
relay D2. hoth windings of relay A4. contacts re
lays 03 and C2 through winding of relay EI to
(-) battery. The secondary lincswitch is re·
tarded in plunging until relay A.J operates and

42

The (+) bauery from the contact of relay C is
also furnished to the primary master switch
bank, starting relay CI to (-) battery. Start
rclay Cl, operating closes a circuit to relay
BI thus operating it and disengaging the lock
lever from the locking segment notches. This al

lows the master switch to step from trunk No. 10
to No.9 under the power of the "U" spring.

During the period that the master switch is
seeking an idle trunk. relay 01 is operated. thus
opening the "open main" batter")' to the pull

•
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down windings of all lineswitches under the con,
trol of this master switch, until such time as an
idle trunk is found.

Relay C also connects (+) battery through its
make contact, contact relay A2, primary lineswitch
bank, RCO. winding to (-) battery, energizing
the B.CO. winding, and holding the plunger in
the bank, after relay A has fallen away.

A portion of the (+) battery from contact of
relay C is furnished, via the contact of relay
/\2 to the 1300 ohm winding of relay D to (-)
battery. The 1300 ohm winding does not have
sufficient power to operate the relay. The cur
rent from relay A3 of the first selector flows
through the 110 ohm winding of relay D
in the reverse direction to that flowing in the
1300 ohm winding, thus poling relay D to pre
vent its operation. \\Then the called party an
swers, the connector l'everses the current supply
to the calling party, causing the current to flow
through the 11}~ ohm winding of meter relay
D in the same direction as the current flow
in the 1300 ohm winding, thus operating relay D,
and through its contacts placing a shunt on the
2700 ohm winding of relay C. The call meter
"1'1" now operates from (-) battery through the
100 ohm winding of relay C and registers the
completed call. The II};; ohm and 32 ohm N.r.
resistances in the - trunk is shunted by the
operation of relay D.

The secondary lines~vit<:h plunger entering the
bank closes its own holding circuit from (+) bat-

e
tery contact relay C through 85 ohm winding
relay B2, B.CO. springs through 1168 ohm wind
ing relay B2 to (-) battery.

The secondary lineswitch plunger entering the
hank closes a circuit from (+) battery through
the secondary lineswitch bank contacts, master
switch bank, winding of start relay B4 to (-)
battery, Relay B4 operating, connects (+) battery
through its make contact, through relays D3 and D5
in multiple, contact relay C2, winding relay El
to (-) battery, thus operating the locking mag
net BS, which disengages the lock lever from the
locking segment notches. This allows the master
switch to step to the next idle trunk.

During the period that the secondary master
switch is seeking an idle trunk, relay D3 is oper
ated, thus opening the "open main" battery to
the pull down windings of all idle secondary
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lineswitches until such time as an idle trunk is
found.

\Vith the secondary lineswitch plunged, the cir
cuit is complete from (+) battery through wind
ing of 'relay A3, trunk, secondary lineswitch bank
contacts, + trunk, primary lineswitch bank con
tacts, + line, telephone, - line, primary lineswitch
bank contacts, 110 ohm and 32 ohm N.r. wind
ings of relay D, - trunk, secondary lineswitch
bank contacts, trunk, through winding of relay
A3 to (-) battery. Relay A3 by the operation
of its spring contacts energizes relay B3, which
connects (+) battery through its spring con
tacts to the release trunk. This forms a holding
circuit for the B.CO. winding of primary line
switch and 1300 ohm winding of relay Dafter
relay A2 restores and opens the holding (+)
battery which it had placed on the B.CO. relay of
the primary lineswitch. The chain relay asso
ciated with the selector is also energized from
(-+-) battery at spring contacts of relay B3.

The foregoing explanation vvas of an originat
ing call on trunk 1\0. 10 of a primary lineswitch
group. The following explanation, using the
same trunk as an illustration, is based on the
assumption that this particular trunk is not en
gaged at the time that all trunks leading from
the secondary lineswitch sub-group to the first
selector became engaged.

Assuming that all trunks leading from the
secondary sub-group to first selectors are busy,
the chain relays associated with each trunk will
be operated, extending (+) battery from spring
contacts of ~o. 1 chain relay through the con
tacts of each chain relay, through relay C2 to
(-) battery. Relay C2 operating, opens the (-)
battery feed to the secondary master switch, so
that it does not continue to rotate when all of its
outgoing trunks are busy. Should the master
switch stop on ~o. 2 trunk, thus operating the
start relay B4 from (-) battery, winding of re
lay B4, master switch bank, to (+) battery at
contact of chain relay No.2, thus opening the cir
cuit to relay D2 but it remains operated a short
period due to its slow acting feature.

Relay C2 operating extends (+) battery through
its spring contacts, contacts relay D2, push keys
on ;'Pick up test panel," winding relay E to (-)
battery. Relay E operating closes its own locking
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circuit through its make contact, and the contact
of relay Al to supv'd (+) battery. Relay E also
closes a circuit from supv'd (+) battery through
its make contact, winding of locking magnet
Bl to (-) battery. Relay Bl operating allows
the primary master switch to make one complete
cycle picking up all idle plungers that have reo
leased but have not been seated in the shaft to
prevent their plunging into a secondary trunk
which terminates in the busy sub-group. All
other primary master switches having trunks
terminating in the busy secondary sub-group
will be moved one complete cycle. Relay E of
each primary master s\vitch is wired to an in
dividual key on the "Pick up test pane1." Each
secondary sub-group, is also wired to an indi
vidual key on the "Pick up test pane1." The
reason for and details of the "Pick up" panel
will be explained later.

Relay D2 being slow acting remains operated
a sufficient length of time to rotate the primary
master switches one complete cycle, then falling
away it connects (+) battery through its back con
tact, winding relay A2, B.C.O. spring contacts, 85
ohm pull down winding, to trunk No. 10 of the
master switch hold bank, thus guarding the
trunk and preventing its selection by the master
switch.

The (+) battery through the back contact of re
lay D2 is fed back to all the idle trunks in the vari
ous primary line switch units having trunks ter
minating in this busy secondary sub-group.

The "Pick up test panel" is for the purpose of
testing to locate trouble should it occur on the
common lead. This common lead, associated
with each secondary sub-group is connected to
the master switch of each primary lineswitch
unit having trunks terminating therein. There
fore, should trouble, a ground for instance, occur
on this lead the pick up panel with its keys
affords a rapid means to determine in which one
of the primary units or secondary sub-groups
the trouble lies.

A ground on one of these common leads causes
all the primary master switches associated there·
with to rotate. Opening the knife switch sep
arates the common between the primary and
secondary equipment, and if the primary master
switches cease to rotate, indicates that the com·
mon lead is grounded in one of the secondary,
sub-groups. Then by operating each secondary
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push key individually, the buzzer will sound
when the sub-group causing the trouble is
reached. If the primary master switches con
tinue to rotate after the knife switch is opened,
this indicates that the trouble is in the primary
boards. The knife switch should be closed and
each primary master s\vitch push key operated
individually until the buzzer sounds, indicating
the trouble is in that unit.

The meter "J" records each call that is lost
due to all primary trunks being engaged. ThE
movable spring of relay "B" has a small weight
attached to it which causes it to vibrate when
the relay is first operated thus keeping the meter
from recording during the time the master switch
is moving from trunk No. 1 to 1\0. 10 as relay
H must cease vibrating before meter will opel"
ate.

The meter "K" records the total number of
originated calls.

The meter "P" records the total calls passing
through the secondary sub-group.

The meter "N" records the number of times
all of the outgoing trunks from the secondary
sub-groups are busy.

Relay El closes the slow-acting alarm circuit as
sociated with the secondary line and master
switches while the "supv'd grd." relay performs a
similar function for the primary line and master
switches.

The condenser associated with the primary
master switch prevents undue sparking at the
spring contacts of relays Al and Cl.

Plunger Primary Line Switch with
Rotary Secondary

Fig. 50 is a schematic circuit showing a
primary lineswitch, primary master switch, me
tering relays, rotary secondaries and trunk
connections to first selectors. It is identical with
that explained in connection with Fig. 49 except
that i!1 Fig. 50 the rotary type lineswitch is used as
a secondary instead of the plunger type.

The removal of the receiver by the calling par
ty causes the primary lineswitch to plunge and
the primary master switch to step to an idle
trunk as previously explained.

The plunger entering the bank closes the cir
cuit to relay A2 from (-) battery, through the
winding of relay A2, contacts relay B2, -
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trunk, 11 ;/~ ohm winding of relay D, contacts
primary line switch bank, -~ line, telephone, +
line, contacts primary line switch bank, +
trunk, contacts relay E2, back contacts of relay
S to (+) battery. Assume that the trunk on
\vhich the wipers of the secondary lineswitch are
resting is busy, relay A2 operating tests the
trunk for being engaged, from (+) battery at
private contact of the busy trunk, private wiper,
contacts relay E2, "X" contacts relay A2,
contacts rotary magnet "C," winding rotary mag
net to (-) battery. Relay B2 does not oFeratE
as it is shunted by (+) battery being connected
to both terminals of its winding. The rotary
magnet operating opens its own circuit at the in
terrupter springs upon completion of its stroke.
The rotary pawl and armature restoring to nor
mal under the control of the rotary magnet re
storing spring steps the wipers to the next trunk.
If this next trunk is not busy the private wiper
does not encounter (+) battery. Therefore re
lay H2 operates from (+) battery, "Y" contacts
relay A2, winding relay B2, contacts rotary magnet,
winding rotary magnet to (-) battery. Relay B2
operating connects the calling party's line through
to the first selector.

Relay E2 is held energized from (+) battery
placed on the release trunk by relay B3 of thE
selector after relay A2 has fallen away. This same
( +) hattery also energizes the chain relay asso
ciated with the first selector.

Assuming that all trunks leading from a
secondary sub-group to first selectors are busy,
then the chain relays associated with each trunk
will be operated and extend (+) battery from
spring contacts of J'\o. 1 chain relay, through the
contacts of each chain relay; through relay S to (-)
battery. Relay S operating connects (+) battery
through contacts of relays M and S, pick up test
panel push keys, winding relay E to (-) bal
tery. Relay E operating closes its own locking
circuit to supervised (+) battery, and also closes
a circuit from supervised (+) battery to relays
Bl and Dl. Relay EI operating allows the pri·
mary master switch to make one complete cycle
picking up all idle plungers that have released
but have not been seated on the shaft, to prevent
their plunging into a secondary trunk which ter~

minates in the busy sub-group. All primary mas
ter switches having trunks in the busy secondary
sub-group will be moved one complete cycle.

J:{elay M being slow acting remains operated a
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sufficient length at tIme to assure the operation of
relay E on all of the primary master switches trunk
ing into the busy secondary group. Relay 0 oper
ates from (+) battery at contacts of relay Sand
connects (+) battery through its fi fty contacts to
the respective master switch release banks, thus
guarding all trunks and preventing their selec
tion by the primary master switches.

In the event a primary lineswitch connects to
a busy secondary sub-group before the operation of
relay M the busy tone will be received and the over
flow call meter will be operated.

In case a fuse blows relay P will operate and
close a circuit through relay 0 which operates, and
busies all trunks terminating in the secondary sub
group by placing (+) battery on the release
trunk wire of all trunks entering this sub-group.

The "all trunks busy" meter operates each
time all trunks of the secondary sub-group be
come busy.

Relay N also operates an "all trunks busy"
meter each time all the trunks of a primary line·
switch group are busy.

The 2/10 l\1.F. condenser and 10 ohm resistance
connected to the rotary magnet prevents undue
sparking at the interrupter contacts.

Review

:Fig. 49
1. \Vhat advantages are gained by the use of

secondary lineswitches?
2. \Vhy are chain relays used?
3. \Vhen does call meter M operate?
4. How is the primary lineswitch held in its

bank before (+) battery is connected to the
release trunk at relay B-3 of the first se
lector?

5. Does the primary master switch rotate with
all tru nks busy? Does the secondary master
switch rotate?

6. What is the object of the "Pick up test panel"?
7. Explain how idle secondary lineswitches in

a busy secondary sub-group are protected
from selection at the various primary line
switch units?

Fig. 50

8. Does the primary master switch rotate with
all trunks busy?

9. Explain the primary master switch "pick up
feature."

10. \\That equipment is eliminated by the use of
the rotary lineswitch?

__--------,---.c....:.-::. . ...r
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CHAPTER 8

The Impulse Repeater
•

..

T il E impulse repeater shown in Fig. 51 is
lIsed in connection with automatic sys
tems where more than one office is in

stalled. It is conneCled in outgoing trunks from
olle office to another to eliminate the necessity
of using a three wire trunk to hold the connec
tion. as has been the case in the systems studied
thus far.

Purpose oj Repeaters
In addition to eliminating the third conductor

the repeater provides current for the tran;:;mitter
of the calling party. The ad\·antage is that the
efficiency of the transmission remains constant
and does not var)' as would be the case if the
transmitter current was obtained from the con
nector at a distant office.

The functions of the impulse repeater are as
follows:

I. Ground the release trunk to hold switches
back of it.

2. Repeat implllses to operate switches III

distant office.

3. Reverse current supply to calling party,
when hattery is reversed to it.

4. Supply transmitter current to the calling
party, fOI" cOll\·ersatiol1.

CirCll;1 br/orc impltlsi/lg

In Fig. 52 is shown the repeater circuit pre
paratory to repeating impulses to an incoming
switch at a distant office.

Relay A is held operated from the loop
through the telephone of the calling party. Re
lay A by the operation of its spring contacts
energizes relay B. which connects (+) battery
to the release trunk to hold the lineswitch and
selectors preceding the repeater. It also con
nel·ts (+) batterr to the 1900 ohm winding of
relar F to (-) battery. The 1900 ohm winding
does not have sufficient power to operate its ar~

mature.

Relay B also closes the circuit of relay A of
the incoming Rlector at the distant office. from

Fig. 51. Impulse repeater

(+) battery through the winding relay A, +
trunk, COil tact relay A, 250 ohm winding relay
E. contact relay 0, 60 ohm winding relay F.
(relay F does 1I0t operate as the current flow
ing through the 00 ohm winding is in the re
"er;ie direction to that flowing in the 19()) ohm
winding). contacts relays C and B, - trunk, wind
ing rel3;Y A to (-) h:lttt'ry.

•
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Fig. 52. Circuit of repeater ready for impulsing
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lJ,np ulse circuit

Fig. 53 shows the repeater circuit during the
impulsing period. On the first impulse received
relay A faIls away and causes relay C to operate
from (+) battery, contacts relays A and B,
through winding of relay C to (-) battery.
Relay C operating shunts the 60 ohm winding of
relay F and the 250 ohm winding of relay E dur
ing each series of impulses. Thus all resistance
at the repeater is removed from the circuit to the
incoming selector during impulsing.

Each time relay A of the repeater falls away in
response to the interruptions received from' the
calling telephone, the circuit of relay A of the
incoming selector at the distant office is opened
at contact of relay A of the repeater, thus repeat
ing the impulses to the incoming selector.

Talking circuit

\Vhen the called party removed the receiver
to answer the call, current supply to the line from
relay A is reversed (as shown in Fig. 17). In
the event that the call comes from a distant office
in which case there will be a repeater in the cir
cuit at that distant office, reversal of the current
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supply from the A relay of the connector, reverses
the battery flowing throug"h the W ohm winding
of relay F on the repeater. Reversing the direc
tion of current in the 60 ohm winding causing it
to flow in same direction as that of the 1900 ohm
winding will operate relay F. (See Fig. 54.)

Relay F operating closes a circuit from (+)
battery cOlitact relay F, winding relay D to (-)
battery. Relay D operating reverses the battery
to the calling party for the purpose of operating a
traffic meter or to give supervision in case the call
originated at a manual board.

Relay D also connects the 750 ohm winding of
relay E in series with the trunk holding bridge,
thus making a total of 1060 ohms bridged across
the trunk to hold the switches in the distant
office. This additional impedance is added to the
trunk holding circuit to improve the transmission.

During the period of conversation, relays D, A,
B, E, and F of the repeater are operated.

The complete circuit of the repeater is shown
in Fig. 55. Relay D operating places another
condenser (when required on long trunks) in
multiple with the regular condenser on each side
of the trunk to improve transmission. These

---------"""-"'"'""'~. ....-.._-------------------~--'
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condensers are not permanently in multiple with
the regular condensers but are connected only
during conversation. Thus the increased capacity
does not interfere with impulsing over the trunk

The 2000 ohm coil connected across the back
contacts of relay C prevents the possibility of an
extra impulse being sent to the incoming selec
tors as relay C removes the 310 ohm resistance
from the trunk circuit during impulses. It also
absorbs any "discharge" from the talking con·
densers that might interfere with impulsing.

Relays can be connected to the chain relay
contacts of repeaters to operate a meter when
ever all the repeaters in the group are engaged.

Review
1. vVhy are impulse repeaters used?

2. Does the repeater have both a vertical and
rotary operation?

3. How much resistance is there across the trunk
loop before impulsing?

4. How much resistance is there across the trunk
loop during impulsing?

:l. How much resistance is there across the trunk
loop during conversation?

6. Explain the operation of relay F.

7. \Vhy are the back contacts of relay C shunted
through 2000 ohms resistance?

8. vVhy is a third wire not required between
offices?

9. From where does the calling party receIve
transmitter current?

..
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Fig. 55. Complete repeater circuit

CHAPTER 9

Power Equipment

Power Board

T HE power board shown in Fig. 56 is typical
of those used in automatic telephone offices.
This board consists of five slate panels upon

which is mounted the following equipment,
counting the panels from left to right.
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Panel K o. 1. The commercial power switch,
generator field rheostat, and circuit breakers of
the generator used for charging the battery.

Panel No.2. Voltmeter, ammeter, battery
fuses, and counter cell switch.

Panel No.3. Tone machines ancl alarm type
fuses.

..
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Fig. 56. Typical power bOlrd for automatic exchange

The atltOlllatie switch equipment is designed
to operate on a battery \'oltage ranging from -1-6
to 49 volts. The stOrage battery cOllsists of 25

Panel No.4. Frequency meter, ringing inter
rupters ;Illd duplicate sets of harmonic convert~

ers.

Panel No.5. Supervisory and Dial tone equip
lllent.

J

-.

I
•

•

cells with 7 COUlltcr clcctrornoti\'C force cells
cOllnected to the negati\'e end of the baltery as
showl1 in Fig. 57. The latter arc used to keep the
"oltage on the discharge bus bars between the
limits of 46 and 49 volts.

Counter electromotive force cells are composed
of lead plates, placed in the same electrolyte as
is used in the regular cells: they ha,'e no current
capacity but set nil an opposing E.".\1. F, of
approximately 2 yolts per cell when cmrent is
passed through them.

5/l

•Storage Batter)'

S2--7;
,
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The electrolyte used in telephone storage bat·
tdies is of 1.210 specific gravity at a temperature
of iO°F. The storage battery shotlld be of suffi·
cient !'=ize to carry the office lOad and allow some
re:,cn·e for emergencies.

The unit of storage battery capacity is the
ampere-hour: if a b.1.ttcry has a capacity of 2-la
ampere-hours, means that it will supply 2-10 am

peres for one hour. or its total cal);"lcit~·. The
1:harging r~tle of a battery is based on an 8-hour
period. therdore. in the case of a battery of 2-10
ampere-hours capacity, it should he charged at
the rate of 30 amperes continuously for 8 hours.

r.,-'-Ili+i

-
Fig. 57. Storage battery

Charging Equipment
"1"\\·0 charg-ing lllac!lilles are uSllally installed;

one cnnsisting or a motor-generator set, or rect i·
fler, and a reserve or emeq.:ency set ill the form
of a charging geller.ltor COllnc~·ted (Iirect to a
~aj:. or gasoline engine.

::\Jereury arc rectifiers arc wmally installed in
offices where the ultimate charging rate does not
exceed 50 amperes. Two mercury arc rectifiers
can he operated in multiple to supply 100 am
peres but it is COlllnlon practice to use motor
generator charging machines ior offices requir
ing a charging rate higherlthan the output of
olle rectifier.

Power Circuit
During the charging period the generator or

rectifier is connected direct to the negati,'e and
positive termin:ll~ of the battery through the

-,,.

cirCtlit breaker. The C.E.l\f.F. cell switch COll

ncets (-) hatlery tu the (-) bus bar on the
power bOiml, and as the ,",oltage of the battery
illcrea;;:c:" the C.E.::\J.F. s\\·itch is operated, Clll

tinr..r more counler cells in series with the bauery
circuit to the _. hus bar. In some cases the
C.E.:'.!.!". cell switch is operatcd by hand and in
other:- it i:- motor etri,·en, so that it can be con
trollell from a rcmote or distant point. In the
smaller uffices the ,·oltage regulation is entirely
automalic.

:\t the beginnin,:r of a charge the field resist
allce of thc generatur is decreased until the proper
output i;;: sectlred. after which the circuit breaker
is c1os~(1 counecting the output of the generator
to the hauer)·.

The b"eucrator showll in Fig. 58 is shunt con
ne<:ted when floating or charging the battery and
is run compound only in cases of emergency,
when the battery is disabled and it becomes
necessary to operate the switchboard on the gen·
erator direct without the use of the battery.

The negative baltery lead is connected to the
differcnt !-:"roups of eCJuipment from the (-) bus
bar thrul,~h fuses on the main distributing power
panel. E...1.ch fuse is bridged by an alarm type
fllse which blows and SOllnds a general alarm in
case its associated large fllse blows or otherwise
goes opell.

The ,·oltmeter is usually connected to a switch
so \\·in::d, tlt'lt the gencralor, charge and discharge
volta!{e.~ can he n;ad. The alllmeter is of the
di/Terential type aud is connected to a switch
who!<e contacts are wired to shunts in the dis·
charge and charge leads so that the charge, dis·
t.:harJ,::c, and cOlllhination cnrrents can be read.

Signal Equipment
The power and signal rclays referred to in the

prcteding connector and lines\\"itch circuit;> are
llHlllnted on the power panels at the top of the
connector or prilllar)' lilleswitch units.

The pmpose of the sig-naJ equipment i;> to give
a general alarm in case of connector release fail
ure. continuollsl~· rotating master switch or line
switch trouble.

COIIl/rl"'fnr (111/( /;lIr s~.·itrh sigllals

These trotlbles are indicated by both ,·isual and
ruu!ible :ii~l1als. The ,·i-='uals are ,·arionsl)" colored
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lamps mounted on the connector or lineswitch
units, to distinguish the particular units and also
by pilot lamps located on the ceiling to distin
guish the groups. The color scheme usually
employed on the lamps mounted on the unit are
as follows:

·White - Connector supervisory. (See
Fig. 18.)

Blue-Supv'd grd. to line and master
switch. (See Fig. 44.)

Green-Supv'd battery to connector re
lease. (See Fig. 19.)

Red-Fuse.

For instance, should a connector shaft fail to
restore to normal and open its release magnet
circuit at the off-normal springs (see Fig. 19),
the release magnet will continue to draw super
vised negative (or release battery) through the 2
ohm relay A. (Fig. 59.) Relay A operating con
nects (-+) battery to total call meter, also through
green lamp, winding of relay C to (-) battery.
The green lamp does not glow due to the high
resistance of relay C. Relay C operating closes
the circuit to the slow acting dash pot relay which
operates and connects (-) battery through relay
D to the green lamp causing it to glow. Relay C
is shunted and releases when the winding of relay
D is connected in multiple with it. The dash pot
relay also closes a circuit from (-) battery at
its spring contacts through the green ceiling lamp,
winding of relay E to (+) battery causing the
ceiling lamp to glow and relay E to operate sound
ing the general alarm buzzer.

The green lamp on the ceiling panel as shown
in Fig. 48 indicates the connector group, and the
green lamp on the unit indicates that the con
nector in trouble is in that unit.

The "supv'd gn1." relay shown in Fig. 44 is
operated, either by the master switch continuing
to rotate, battery crossed with (-+) line, or a
line relay on a line switch failing to restore to
normal. The supv'd ground relay closes the
circuit from (+) battery through its spring contacts,
through the blue lamp, causing the connector group
slow-acting set to operate and sound the general
alarm, the same as explained under connector reo
lease, except that the blue lamp glows instead of
the green.

When a fuse blows, the (-) battery from the
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bus bar is connected to the alarm bar, by the
blown fuse, through the red lamp, relay F
to (+) battery, causing the red lamp to glow.
Relay F operating, connects (-) battery through
its spring contacts, red ceiling lamp, through wind
ing of relay G to (-+) battery, causing ceiling
lamp to glow and relay G to operate, furnishing
ringing current to ring the "fuse alarm" bell,
indicating a blown fuse.

The supervisory switch connects (-) battery
through the ,'vhite lamp on each connector unit
to supervisory No.1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 18.

The discriminating or "class of service" tones
Kos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used to distinguish between
subscribers whom it is necessary to supervise or
restrict from certain services, etc. For instance,
if a subscriber is denied the use of long distance
service, the tone indicating this is connected to
his lineswitch RC.O., so that whenever the long
distance recording operator is dialed from that
station the tone becomes audible to the operator
and the request for toll service is denied.

These tone circuits are wired in the terminal
assemblies in such a manner that any tone can
be connected to the bridge cut-off coil of any line
by a slight change in soldering as shown in
Fig. 63.

Selector signals

The selector power and signal equipment IS

similar to that explained in Fig. 59, except the
dial tone, busy tone, and individual shelf lamps.
The selector signal circuits are shown in Fig. 60.

The selectors are mounted twenty On a shelf
as shown in Fig. 26. Six shelves, so mounted,
constitute a selector bay and two bays associated
together, a trunk board. Each trunk board as
shown in Fig. 48 is equipped with colored signal
lamps similar to those used on the lineswitch
and connector units. These lamps are mounted
on a slate panel on the front or power end of the
trunk board.

The color schelne usually employed for the
lamps on selector trunk boards are as follows:

\Vhite-Supervised battery to B relays.
(See Fig. 27.)

Green-Supervised battery to selector,
release magnets. (See Fig. 31.)

Red-Fuse.
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Principles of AutoITIatic Telephony

The above lamps (except the fuse) serve a~

pilots to their respective shelf lamps, each shelf
being equipped with an individual white and
green lamp, in addition to the pilot, so that trou·
ble can be instantly traced to the shelf affected

The dial tone induction coils, one for each shelf,
are mounted on the front of the trunk board and
covered with connector type covers.

The busy tone induction coils are mounted on
the rear of the supervisory panel of the power
board, one coil for the first selector group, one for
the second selector group, etc.

The supervisory switch is closed during the
period that the selectors are routined for per
manents.

Review
Fig. 58

1. Why are counter electromotive force cells
used?

2. Describe a counter electromotive force cell.

3. \:Vhen charging the battery, is the generator
connected series, shunt, or compound?

4. vVhy is a compound generator furnished?

Fig. 59

5. Explain the procedure of locating trouble
when the alarm buzzer sounds.

6. Explain the operation of the dash pot relay.

7. \Vhen is the alarm bell rung?

Fig. 60

8. ·Why is the dial tone used?

9. \Yhen is the dial tone connected to a selector
shelf?

10. Explain the purpose of the ceiling lamp
panel.

11. vVhich alarm sounds when the white super
visory lamps glow?

1#

CHAPTER 10

Trunking

T RUNKING as it relates to systems of vari
. ous sizes, contained in one o'ffice, has been

discussed in the preceding chapters. In
Fig. 61 is shown a diagrammatic trunking scheme
of a multi-office area consisting of five main
offices and one sub-office, together with the asso
ciated special services, such as toll recording,
wire chief, complaint, time, fire, police, etc.

The system shown in Fig. 61 is of the 100,000
line capacity requiring telephone numbers of five
digits. By reference to the dial in the upper
left-hand corner, it will be seen that there is a
letter associated with each of the digits Z to 9;
therefore all telephone numbers in this particular
system, while they require five turns of the dial,
are composed of a letter prefix and four figures.
This is, of course, the same as five figures but
it is sometimes considered that a letter prefix
and four figu.res is more easily remembered than
is a number composed of five figures.

This system is based on the use of plunger
type lineswitches and rotary secondaries, the cir
cuit for which is shown in Fig. 50. The trunks
to the various offices go direct from the levels of

56

the first selector, thence through repeaters to the
various offices. In order not to complicate the
sketch, connections are shown in one direction
only. A call originating in any of the other
offices would be just the same as that shown for
office "C."

The special services, requiring operators in at
tendance, are located at the "F" office. Connec
tion to these special services is obtained by
dialing "FOl" for wire chief, "FOZ" for informa
tion, etc.

Reverting call equipment, used when one party
on a party line calls another on the same line, is
furnished in each office, as shown for office "e."

Reports to fire or police are made by dialing
"119" which connects to a rotary selector and
selects an idle trunk to the information desk.
After ascertaining that it is a legitimate report,
the call is extended by the information operator,
to the fire or police department, as desired. Con
nection to the "M" sub-office is obtained by dial
ing "MO." The incoming trunks in this office
terminate on third selectors instead of second

•

----------------------------------------------~----~---------
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1<----------31.2" '-------------'l

Fig. 62. Floor plan for typical 2,000 line office

selectors, as is the case in all other offices shown
in this system.

...

furnishes outgoing service to 50 lines. Each
group of 50 lines is controlled by its own master
switch, as shown at B & D in this sketch.

A. further increase in the nUl1l bel' of trunks can
be made by dividing each grout) of SO into two
groups of 25 each which divides the 100 lines
into four groups of 25 lines each. If necessary,
each group of 25 lines can be furnished with 10
outgoing trunks.

The subscribers' lines are cabled from the
main distributing frame and connected to theil
corresponding terminals. They are arranged in
two rows, 01 to 50 and .'11 to 100.

In the explanation of Fig. 59, it was stated
that the discriminating, or class of service tones,
were connected to the lineswitch B.CO. coils. Ar
rangement is provided in the bottom 8 strips of
the lineswitch unit terminal assembly so that any
one of these four tones can be connected to the
B.CO. coil of any telephone number in this unit.
\Vhenever a lineswitch B.CO. coil is connected
to a tone it should be disconnected from the
bottom terminal strip to which is connected (-)
battery.

\Vhen a telephone is discontinued or a sub
scriber's number changed, all calls intended for
this discontinued or changed number are routed
to the information operator by means of the inter
cepting trunk. To connect a number to inter
cepting trunk, the connector bank terminals are
unsoldered from the lineswitch and main frame
cable terminals and soldered to the terminals of
the intercepting trunk. The connector bank pri
vate terminal is unsoldered from the lineswitch
B.CO. coil terminal and soldered to the inter
cepting trunk terminal.

The terminals marked "hold trunk" of the line
switch bank are connected at this point to (+)
battery, provided subscriber call meters are not
used. This (+) battery is furnished to the
bank contacts of each lineswitch to operate the
secondary line and master switch in the event
that meters and their associated relays C and
D (Figs. 49 and SO) are not used. vVhen meters
and their associated relays are used, the hold
trunks of the lineswitches are unsoldered from
(+) hattery terminal strip and soldered to the
meter strip which is assembled above the hold
trunk terminal strip.

The incoming trunks from the selector banks

-r
I::=======:t-l-J

I ~

TRUNK BOARD 1]1
-;l
I~Oi

,RUNK BOARD Ii
POWER BOARD

WALL TEST CASINET
M.D.F.

Line Switch Board Wiring and Ter
minals

In Fig. 35. which is a photograph of the line
switch and connector unit, the terminals for all
cables associated ""vith the board will be seen
near the top on the line switch side. The pur
pose of this terminal assembly is to provide a
means for terminating all cables and wiring
which are made as a part of the installation in
the factory, so that they can be connected to the
cables running to the other switch groups asso
CIated with it in an automatic system.

In Fig. 63 is shown a section of a typical line
switch and connector unit terminal assembly.
The lineswitch board, as shown in this sketch,
is divided into four sections, known as divisions
A, B, C, and D, so that various percentages of
outgoing trunks may be em played. The outgoing
trunks from the lineswitch banks are cabled incli
vidually to the terminal assembly and if the
traffic or calling rate on the entire 100 lines is
such that it can be handled by 10 first selectors,
the outgoing trunks of these four divisions are
ml1ltipled together at the terminal assembly.
Should 10 trunks be insufficient to handle the
traffic, the unit is divided into two grau ps of
50 lines each, the outgoing trunks from line
switch banks being separated at the terminal
assembly into two groups of 10. Each group

58
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-

Fie. M. Main distributing frame

to the connectors are terminated on the top
terminal strip where they are soldered to the
terminals of the unit cable leading to the con
nector jacks.

The incoming trunks from the toll selectors to
the toll connectors are handled lhe same as are
the trunks to the regular connectors, except that
they are terminated on a special terminal strip.

Primary to Secondary Wiring
The purpose and general lIses of the lineswitch

were explained in connection with Figs. 49
and 50.

In Fig. 65. a tmnking arrangement between
primary lineswitches, sccondary Jineswitches and
first selectors is shown. For the purpose of this
explanation, a s)'stem composed of HXX) primary
lineswitches is used, the outgoing trunks of
which are terminated in a group of secondar)
lineswitches consisting of 10 sub-groups, 20
trunks in each sub-group. Each secondary line·
switch sub-group has 10 trunks to first selectors.

I f secondary switches were not employed in
this trunking scheme, and the originating calls
could be handled 011 10 olltgoing tmnks per 100
lines, the trllnks would, of course, be connected

60

direct to tlrst selectors. Should the originating
traffic on any group of 100 lines exceed, at any
time, that which can be handled by 10 trunks,
;1dditional trunks could be added to take care
of this increased calling, and if secondary
switches were not employed, the only means for
providing these increased facilities would be to
divide the primary boards into two divisions or
50 lincs each anc! gi\'e each all indi"idual group
of trunks to first selectors. This would not
only increase the number of first selectors, but
would, to a certain extent, be somewhat inflex·
ible. In other words, one line unit may be taxed
to its capacity at certain times during the da)·.
while other units haye comparatively few origi
nating calls, or vice \"ersa.

The secondary switch, placed between the pri
mary lineswitch banks and the first "elector, not
only provides the additional outgoing trunk:;
from the primary lincswitch units without in
creasing the first selectors in direct proportion,
but also affords means whereb)' the primary
trunks frOI1l any division of .:;0 lines are distrib·

Fig. 66. View of switchroom showing intermediate
distributing frame

-
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of the office and traffic conditions to be met. For
the purpose of this explanation, group "A" only
is shown.

Plunger and rotary type lineswitches are both
employed as secondary lineswitches. The cir
cuit arrangement of each is shown in Figs. 49
and 50, respectively.

In order to distribute the ongmating or out
going calls as uniformly as possible over the
entire group of first selectors, a trunk from each
secondary SUb-group is connected to a first selec
tor located on a different section of first selectors .

aF\Y~loa
Le.~" ~\CE.

..
BPtY-IOI

Rl<il:HT 51 OlE.

.~.

..

uted over the entire group of first selectors.
This scheme is more flexible than if the trunks
were connected from the primary lineswitch
banks direct to first selectors. Should the num
ber of originating calls warrant, the primary
lineswitch units can be provided with a still
higher percentage of outgoing trunks by dividing
each division of 50 into 2 divisions of 25, each
having a group of trunks to secondary line
switches.

Several groups of secondary lineswitches may
be used. This depends entirely upon the size
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The table in the upper right-hand corner 01
Fig, 65 shows the connections for the outgoing
trunks of 1000 lines terminating on secondary
lineswitches. These connections are made by
means of a ju'mper on the l.D.F. III the left
hand column of this table is given the number
of the primary \lnil. The numbers ill the small
squares as indicated by the arrow in the bottom
\"0\\- of figllres arc the numbers of the individual
trunks from each primary ullit, and the row of
ligures across the top indicates the secondary
suh-group in which each particular primary trunk
is terminated. The positions of the secondary
switches in the sub-groups to which the trunks
connect. arc shown hy the figures in the right
hanrl column.

Selector Banks and W~ring

Selectors are mounted twenty all a shelf, as
shown 1ll Fig. 26. Six sheh·es. so mounted, con
stitutes a selector bay and two bays associated
together, a trunk board.

Figs. 6i and 68 show the terminal end of a
trunk board. The terminal assembly is com
posed of 36 supports upon which the selector
bank cables terminate, a\1(1 connect to trunks
leading to the next series of switches.

The terminals are enclosed by two doors. De·
tail~ of the front or powcr alld signal end of a

Fig. 68. Selector boards sho\'(ing terminal assembly

trunk board were explained in cOl11lection with
Fig. 60.

The general wiring scheme of the selector
hanks is shown in Fig, 67. Eacll shelf of twenty
selectors is divided into two sections, as shown
in bay 101; that is, the top shelf is composed of
secliolls A and B with selectors 1 to 10 mounted
011 section A, selectors 11 to 20 on section B,
selectOrs 21 to 30 on section C, etc.

Selector Bank Terminals
The selector banks are wired to terminal strips

of 100 contacts each (see Fig, 69) anc! assembled
in three separate groups on the terminal assem
hlr. namely, privates. even and odd levels. The
pri\'ates of the A and n sections, as shown ill bay
101, are assembled 011 support No.1, even num·
bered line levels on S\lpport No.2 and odd num·
bered line levels on support No.3.

The bays in which the variotls selectors are
mounted are usually designated in the hundred
series which they represent, as first selectors:
101-102-103, etc.; second selectors, 201-202-203,
etc.; third selectors, 301-302-303, etc.; fourth se·
lectors, 401-402-403, etc.; toll selectors, 601-602
603, etc.

The banks of ten selectors of a section are
lllultipled together and cabled to sets of termin
als shown in Fig. 69. The 100 single wires from
the private banks are fanned out and connected
to the private terminal strip, but the 100 pairs oi
wires from the line banks require two terminal
strips of 100 contacts each. The pairs of the
even numbered line levels are wired to one strip
and those of the odd numbered line levels to the
oth~'r strip, as shown in the lower part of the
sketch.

In order to make the I1ccc!'sary COllnCClicHlS. to

these three terminals strips. they nrc 1lI0unte(1 on
three separate suppOrts: the private strip on the
first or top support'. the ~vc.:n numbered lille level
strip on the second suppbrt and the odd num·
bered line le\"(~1 strip on the third support.

Bank slips

In order to distribute the traffic over the \'ari*
OHS switches as uniformly as possible and also
reduce the time necessary for a selector to find
an idle trunk, the trunks are lllultiplcd so that

•
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the selectors of each section will not have the
same trunk for first choice. This arrangement
is referred to as a "slipped" multiple, which
means that the trunks are slipped forward a
certain number of contacts between sections.

Fig. 70, sketch "A," shows the banks of three
first selector sections, A, B, and C, using
the same ten outgoing trunks to second selectors.
The terminals of these sections are connected by
multiple cables, which have a slip of 1. The A
section connects straight to the outgoing trunks,
while section E connects through a cable having
a slip of 1; that is, trunk No.1 on E section con
nects to No. 2 outgoing trunk, which is first
choice to selectors on section E, and trunk No. 10
connects to No. 1 outgoing trunk, which is first
choice to selectors 0n section A. Trunk No. I
on section C connects to No. 3 outgoing trunk,
which is second choice to section B and third
choice to section A.

The top row of terminals shown in Fig 70,
sketch B, can represent any level of ten trunks
on a certain "A" selector section; the next row
below it represents the corresponding level on
the B section, and so on, until the ten sections
have been connected. A slip of 1 is employed
throughout the ten sections. This sketch shows
very clearly that the first choice trunks of the
first five sections are last choice to the last five
sections in the group.

In Fig. 70, sketch "C" shows a multiple cable
with a slip of 1, which is used to connect ter
minals of sections whose banks are assembled
on the same support; it is sometimes called
jumper terminal or hair pin, but when used as a
multiple between supports, it is referred to as
such.

In Pig. 70, sketch "D," is shown a multiple
cable \vith trunks 1 to 5 slipped 1, and trunks 6-10·
straight; sketch "E," a multiple cable with a slip
of 5; sketch "F," a multiple cable with a slip of
3; and sketch "G," a reverse mUltiple.

Sketches "H" and "I" show the symbols used
to represent multiple cables connecting to the
terminals of two sections on the same support.

Sketch 'T' shows type of symbol used to rep
resent the "up and down" multiple between sup
ports.
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Terminal assemblies

Fig. 71A shows a schematic terminal assembly
for a trunk board, which is two bays associated
together on one upright.

The banks of the six shelves (12 sections) of
selectors are mounted, their banks terminateo
and connected, as shown in Fig. 67.

As previously explained, the levels of the A
and B sections of bay 101 terminate on supports
No.1, 2 and 3 and are connected together by a
multiple cable having a slip of I, the privates
on support No.1, even numbered line levels on
support No. 2 and odd numbered line levels on
support No.3. The ten groups of terminals
shown connected to each selector shelf represent
the ten levels from that shelf. These levels num
ber from left to right, as shown directly below
supports ]\0. 34, 33 and 36 in Fig. 71A.

The top terminal strips of the second and sixth
levels on supports Nos. 19,20 and 21 (Fig. 71A)
represent the outgoing cable or trunks to the
next series of switches. The second level has
ten trunks cabled to switches 1 to 10 on F sec
tion, bay 201, and the sixth level has 5 trunks
cabled to repeaters, whose trunks terminate at
a manual office. All other levels on these sup
ports do not connect direct to outgoing cables,
but multiple to supports No.1, 2 and 3, "vhere
connection to the outgoing' cable is made.

The levels shown in Fig. 71A represent either
privates, even or odd levels. \Vhen considering
privates, each level represents a set of ten con
tacts (as shown in Fig. 69). \Vhen considering
even and add numbered line levels, each level
represents a double set of 10, or 20 contacts.

The 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th and 9th levels
are not used in this sketch and are referred to
as "dead levels." Unused or dead levels are
multipled together and trunked to the informa
tion board, so that in case a subscriber connects
to them an operator will answer.

Fig. 71 B shows the multiple between shelves
of all contacts of the second level, as well as the
soldering of each contact. The 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
Sth and 6th trunk contacts of the mUltiple cable
connecting to section A, bay 102, are left open
or unsoldered at supports X os. 1, 2 and 3. This
gives se!=tions A and B of bays 101 and 102 five
indi'{.idual trunks each and five trunks in com-
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mono This same trunking is used throughout
the second level of other sections.

The trunks of the sixth level bays 101 and
102 (Fig. 71B) are connected to 15 trunks ter
minating at a manual office. At supports Nos
16, 17 and 18 the sixth level is soldered, so that
upper and lower half of the two bays have five
individual trunks each and five in common.

The trunks from the tenth level connect to
the toll recording board.

Second to third selector trullkillg

The second selector trunking in a lOO,O<Xl line
system is somewhat different from the selector
trunking explained thus far. In Fig. 72, the

Fig. 72. Trunking scheme, second to third selectors

second selector bays number from 201 to 207,
giving a total of seven selector bays. The ter
minals of like sections on each trunk board (two
bays) are assembled on the same supports and
connected together by multiple cables (see Fig.
o7C). The terminals of the right side of the
trunk board are assembled above those of the
left side.

A long mUltiple cable connects the different
trunk boards together and multiples all the like
sections in each of the second selector trunk
boards. The trunks to the third selectors are
usually all connected at the terminals of the first
bay of second selectors.

In a 100,000 line system, the second selectors
of each 10,000 line group will be connected as
explained above.
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Selector to connector tnmking

One third selector bay equipped with 100 to
120 selectors is usually sufficient to handle the
calling to the average group of 10<Xl lines. The
different classes of services; namely, flat rate,
metered rate, party line, and P.B.X., are usually
distributed throughout each 1000 line group.

Fig. 73 shows the trunking from the third se
lector banks to a connector unit. The unit is
equipped with ten connectors, of which 1 to 4
are first choice selection to toll calls and last
choice to local calls. Switches 10 to 5 are first
choice to local calls. The cabling shown in this
sketch between connector unit and the third se·
lector banks, both toll and regular, is complete
for a future growth of 5 regular and two com·
bination toll and regular.

The first five contacts have a slip of 1 while the
last five are multipled straight.

Review
Fig. 61

1. What number is called to connect to reo
verting call switches? To toll recording?
To the manual office? To complaint?

2. Name the different switches used on a call
from the C office to the "M" sub-office.

Fig. 63
3. How many outgoing trunks are provided

from each group of 50 lines?

4. Explain the use of "class of service" tones.

5. Explain how to connect a line at the terminal
assembly, so that the operator will receive
the "class of service" tone when called from
that line.

6. Explain how to connect a line to the inter
cepting trunk.

7. Describe 10%, 2090 and 4070 tnmking on
plunger type lineswitches,

Fig. 65
8. \Vhat advantages are derived from the 111

stallation of secondary line switches?

Fig. 67
9. \\'hat constitutes a trunk board?

10. How are the selectors in each bay gmuped?

11. How are the selector bank cables connected
and assembled?
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Fig. 70
vVhat is the purpose of trunk slips?

Fig, 71

How many first selectors have access to the
A-20I sections of second selectors?

How many first selectors have access to the
10 dead level trunks?

How many first selectors have access to the
10 trunks of the sixth level connecting to the
manual office repeaters as shown on supports
);os. 1, 2 and 3? To the five trunks of the
sixth level as shown on supports Nos. 19,20
and 2I?

In case the trunks to the long distance or
recording board are increased to twenty, to
which support will the additional 10 trunks
connect to provide an equal distribution
throughout the two bays?

In Fig. 7lB, show the second level trunking
in detail on supports Nos. 13 to 36 similar to
that shown on supports Nos. 1 to 12 by reo
ferring to the corresponding second selector
outgoing cables shown in Fig. 71A.

Fig. 72
18. How does the tnmking from the second se

lector terminals differ from that of the first
selectors?

19. 'Where are long multiple cables used?

20. What slip is used in Fig. 72?

Fig. 73
21. \Vhat change in the terminal soldering is

necessary to increase the number of connec
tors?

22. What slip is used in Fig. 73?

23. \Vhich connector is first choice to the toll
third selectors?
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CHAPTER It

Special Service Connectors
Frequency Selecting Connector

F
IGliRE 75 ;;ho\\'s the circuit of the fre
(luen~'Y ~clccting features of the 10 party
connector. Thi" cOllnector is the same as

the r~~tJ1ar connector shown in Fig. 21, with the
addition of the frequency selecting machinism
represented by the minor switch. The circuit is
so arrange(1 that the frequency is selected by a
digit dialed before the vertical and rotary opera
tions, which was explained in cOllnection with
Fig. 13.

I

Fig. 74. Minor switch

The frc(jucncy selecting or minor switch ha~

its own rotary and release magnets. It is also
equipped with a double set of bank contacts and
two sets of wipers which arc attached to the
same shaft. \Vith the minor switch at norma!.
thc bottom wiper rests on the first set of contacts
on the lower bank while the top wiper rests
opposite the first set of contacts on the upper
bank.

Heiny F operates as soon as the selector
conllects to the line relay of the connector by
the following circuit, (+) b,;.ttery through contact
(,f relay B, 1300 ohm wi1Hling of relay r, bottom
wiper of minor switch to (-) battery. Relay
F operating closes the impulse circt,it from (+)
battery. contacts relays A and B. ofT normal springs,
throtlg-h the .4 ohm \\'inclin!-:' of relay C. contact
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relay F, minor switch rotary magnet to (-)
battery, thus stepping the minor switch in a
rotary direction each time the circuit of relay A
is interrupted.

The instant the minor switch wipers arc
stepped one rotary step, the circuit to relay F
is opened at the bottom minor switch wiper but
relay F remains operated from (+) battery
through the contact of relay B, 1300 ohm winding
of relay F, contacts relays F and C through the
rotary magnet to (-) battery. L'pon the com
pletion of the fre(IUency selecting impulses relay
C restores and opens the locking circuit to relay
F, which releases and prepares the circuit to the
"ertical magnet through its back contacts.

The ringing circuit through the top millor
"witch wiper remains open, thus preventing ring
ing current {rom reaching the wipers until relay
fI operates and connects the connector shaft
wipers through to the bank contacts of the calleel
telephone.

Ringing current is connected to the - line
when parties 1 to :; are called and to the + line
when parties 6 to 10 are called.

Rotary Connector
The rotary COllll('ctor differs from the regular

connector (as shown in Fig. 21), as it has two
distinct rotary operations; the Cirst is under the
control of the dial as explained in connection with
Fig. 13, and the second is an automatic rotary,
stich as used on the selector (Fig. 29). This
automatic rotary feature functions upon the com
pletion of the regular rotary motion.

The pri\·ate bank on the rotary connector has
a «ouble set of contacts for each le\'e1, similar
to the line bank. The top is termed PI, and
bottom P2. The P2 privates correspond to the
pri"ate contacts on the banks of regular connec
tors.

By the use of the rotary connector a subscriber
may have several lines with only one call num
ber listed in the directory. The number listed
is the first of the group and the rotary connector
will select the first idle one of the ~rotll1. Should
all the lines be eng-aged the rotary ce."nel.:Wr will
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hunt over the entire group and when it is found
that all are engaged, it will stop on the last trunk
and give the busy tone to the calling subscriber.

The PI and 1'2 privates of each line of the
group (except the last one) are soldered together
at the terminals.

The impulses from the dial step the connector
wipers to the first line of a group, and if this line
is busy, the automatic rotary feature of the con
nector comes into action, rotates the shaft and
wipers and selects the first idle line. The PI and
F2 privates of the last line not being soldered
prevents the connector from rotating past this
line.

In Fig. 76 three subscribers line groups are
shovvn, the first consists of 5 lines, the second of
3 lines, and the third of 2 lines.

Assuming the first line of the called group
to be busy; upon completion of the rotary im·
pulses (as shown in Fig. 76) relay E falls away
but relay J remains operated, clue to its slow
acting feature and closes a circuit from (+)
battery, PI wiper, contacts relays J, E and F,
hack contact rotary magnet through the winding
of relay G to (-) battery. Relay G operating
closes its own locking circuit from (+) battery
through contact of relay B; it also closes a circuit
from (+) battery, contacts relays B, G and H
throngh the rotary magnet to (-) battery. The
rotary magnet operates and steps the switch
wipers to the next trunk. Relay J receives a

portion of the battery fed to the rotary magnets
through the hack contact of relay E.

If all lines are busy relay G operates as ex
plained above and steps the wipers to the next
line, etc., until the last line in the g'roup is
reached; then the wipers cOllle to rest and the
busy relay operates from (+) battery, 1'2 wiper,
make contact relay J, contact relay H, through
winding of relay K to (-) battery. Relay K
operates and forms its own locking circuit the
instant relay J falls away from (+) battery
through the contacts of relays B, K, J, and H,
through the winding of relay K to (-) battery.
Relay K also closes the busy tone circuit to the
calling party.

One Digit Connector
One digit connector is used when it is desired

to serve subscribers having more than 20 trunks
with one number in the directory.

A vertical bank of ten contacts is attached to
the right side of regular bank. There is
a vertical wiper attached to the shaft bet\veen
the line and private wipers in such a way that it
will wipe over the contacts of the vertical bank,
but when thft shaft starts to rotate, the vertical
wiper swings away from the vertical bank.

To operate this connector requires only one
digit. This one digit steps the wipers to the de
sired level, after which the cut in and rotary op-
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eratiOil i.<> automatic. If the level has one or
marc vacant lines, the switch will rotate and
connect to the first idle line. If all lines all
the IEel are engaged, the vertical wipers will
COllllcct with (+) battery on thc vcrtical bank
contact associated with thc callcd levcl. This
causes the switch to step the wipers to the ne:-.:t
IC\'e! where the tcst for a nOll-btlsy line is re
pcated. In this wayan idle lC\'el and idle line
are found. If an lines of the group arc btls)' the
switch steps to the top lc\'c\ and rotates to
eleventh position (sce Fig. 32) and gives thc call
1lIg" party the btlsy tone.

A chain relay (horizontal) is connected to cach
pril'atc hank contact as shown in Fig. 77. Thc
contacts of the horizontal chain relays of each
level are connected in scries so that when all
linc" of a level are engaged, the corresponding
\'crtieal chain relay is opcratcd. This con
nects (+) battery to the vertical b311k contact

Fig. 78. One digit connector, vertical wiper
and bank, normal position
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Fig. 79. One digit connector, vertical wiper
and bank, operated position

corresponding to the level on \"hich all trunks
are engaged.

During the vertical operation of the switch by
the dial. a circuit is closed from (+) battery
through contacts of relays Band C, off-normal
springs, winding relay G to (-) battery. Relay
G operating prepares part of the vertical and rotary
magnet circuits. Assuming that the first level is
{lialed and all of its trunks are engaged, thc ver
tical wiper connects with (+) battery on thc
first vertical step causing relay E to operatc and
close the vertical magnet circllit the instant relay
C falls away, from (-) battery vcrtical magnet,
contacts relays E, G, C, and B to (+) battery.

The vertical magnet operates and steps the
wipers to the second level and also opens the
circuit to relay G, which falls away and opens
the vertical magnet circuit. If all lines of the
second level are not engaged, the vertical wiper

I
I
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does not connect with (+) battery. Therefore
relay E de-energizes but is retarded in falling
away, due to the short circuit on its 1800 ohm
winding. Relay E holds a sufficient length of
time to allow relay G to operate, and close the
circuit to the rotary magnet, causing the switch
to rotate and connect to the first idle line.

Review
Fig. 75

1. \Vhat relays energize on the frequency select
ing connector when it is seized by a selector?

2. On 'which side of the line does the connector
ring ""vhen Xo. 1 party is called? 'When Xo.
(j party is called?

3. How is relay F held operated during the
frequency selecting period?

Fig. 76
1. How does the rotary connector private bank

differ from that of the regular connector?

2. Assuming a party to have 6 trunks, how many
of these should be listed in the directory?

3. How are rotary connectors prevented from
connecting to another group of trunks in case
all trunks of the called group are busy?

Fig. 77
1. \Vhen are one digit connectors used?

2. Explain the circuit operation when the verti
cal wiper connects with (+) battery when the
first level of a group is called?

CHAPTEk 12

Toll Equipment

T HE toll dialing trunks are used for com
pleting connections from toll to local sub
scribers. They provide means for su

penision by the toll operator and all conditions
favorable to the best transmission. As a gen
eral rule they terminate on toll first selectors in
the automatic offices. A typical toll train is
sho\\'n in Figs. 80 to 84. Combination toll and
regular connectors are generally used. The se
lector trunking is so arranged that they are first
choice to toll calls ancl last choice to local calls.

The toll first selector operates practically the
same as a regular selector and extends the lines
to the toll second selector, etc.

Toll Transmission Selectors
The toll third or transmission selector in a

100,000 line system repeats the impulses to the
toll connector. It is also equipped with a repeat
coil, which makes possible a transmission CIr

cuit without hattery between the third or toll
transmission selector and toll board.

In making a call from the toll board, the op
erator plugs the calling cord into a trunk to a
toll first selector in the automatic office; operates
the dialing key and dials the desired automatic
l1tJIll ber. If the busy tone is not received the
supervisory lamp associated with the cord circuit
will glow the instant the dialing key is restored,
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indicating that connectioll has been made to the
desired number.

\Vhen the operator is ready to ring the called
party, the operation of the ringing key associated
with the cord circuit, operates an A.C. relay on
the toll third selector, which allows the ring cut
off relay on the toll connector to de-energize and
start the interrupted ringing. \Vhen the called
party answers, the supervisory lamp on the cord
circuit is extinguished.

The supervisory lamp on the cord circuit will
again glow when the called party hangs up the
receiver. thus giving disconnect supervision to
the operator.

Bus}! Supervision

Assuming the number wanted to be busy, the
operator will receive the busy tone the instant
the connector steps to the called number. The
supervisory lamp on the cord circuit will not
glow under these conditions-when the dialing key
is restored, but will glow the instant the called
line becomes disengaged, after which, at her con
venience the operator can start the interrupted
ringing to signal the called party.

The selecting features of the transmission se
lector repeater are identical with those of the
regular selector. The circuit is shown in Fig.
80.
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The operator inserts the plug of the dialing
cord into the jack of the trunk to a first selector
and operates the dialing key, which closes dialing
circuit to toll selector, and dials the first three
digits which completes the connection through
a first selector, second selector and third or toll
transmission selector to a toll connector. A cir
cuit is now complete to relay A2 of the third or
transmission selector from (-) battery, wind
ing relay A2, contacts relays B1 and D1, re
peating coil, dial, repeating coil, contacts relay
D1, cam springs to H-) battery. Relay A2
closes the loop circuit to relay A on the con
nector from (--) battery through 200 ohm wind
ing of relay A, 200 ohm winding of relay J, con
tact relay K, - wiper, contacts relays A2, D2
and AI, repeating coil, contacts relay D1, 100
ohm winding of relay D1, repeating coil, con
tacts relays AI, and D2, -+ wiper, contacts relay
K, 200 ohm winding of relay A to (-+) battery.

Each time relay A2 of the transmission selec
tor releases in response to the interruptions re
ceived from the dial, the circuit of relay A of
the toll connector is opened at the contacts of
relay A2, thus repeating the impulses to the toll
connector.

Assuming that the called number is busy (see
Fig. 81), a circuit is closed from (-+) battery at
private wiper, make contact relay E, contact re
lay H, 1300 ohm winding relay G to (-) battery.
Relay G operating, closes its own locking circuit
after relay E falls away, from (-+) battery, pri
vate wiper, contacts of relays F, G, E, and H,
1300 ohm winding relay G to (-) battery.

Relay G also closes the busy circuit through
its make contact, 2 M.F. condenser, contact re
lay K, -+ wiper, contacts relays D2, and AI, re
peating coil, 100 ohm winding of relay D1, con
tact relay D1, repeating coil, contacts relays AI,
D2, and A2, - wiper, contacts relay K, 200 ohm
winding relay J, through 200 ohm winding relay
A to (-) battery. The busy tone is induced in
the toll board side of the repeating coil, giving
the operator the busy tone.

Camping feature

When the operator restores her dial key the
1500 ohm polarized relay does not, operate. There
fore the superyisory lamp will not glow. The
instant the called line becomes idle, the bat
tery supply is reversed to the 1500 ohm polarized
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relay, by the operation of relay Dl. The opera
tion of relay D1 is explained in connection with
Fig. 81. The polarized relay operating, causes
the supervisory lamp in the cord circuit to g-low,
thus giving the operator non-busy supervision.
The interrupted ring which signals the called tele
phone can be started at the discretion of the op
erator.

Ringing position
During the time that impulses are repeated to

the connector the following relays are ener
gized: D2, A2, B2, J, A, B. (See Fig. 82.)

The instant the connector is stepped to the
called number, relay H operates from (-) bat
tery through the B.c.a. coil, private wiper, 200
ohm winding relay H, contact relay B to (-+)
battery. The instant relay H operates, it locks
from (-+) battery at relay B through its 1300
ohm winding to (-) battery. It also closes a
circuit from (-+) battery at contact of relay B
through its own make contact, contact relay J
through 200 ohm winding relay D to (-) bat
tery.

Relay D operating, reverses the current sup
ply from relay A through the 100 ohm winding
of relay D1, causing the electro polarized relay
D1 to operate as the battery now flows through
the 100 ohm winding in the same direction as
that in the 2700 ohm winding. Relay D1 op
erating closes its "X" contacts first, which shunts
the 8000 ohm resistance and completes its own
locking circuit. The 100 ohm winding is opened
by the operation of relay Dl.

Relay D1 operating, reverses the current sup
ply to the 1500 ohm polarized relay in the cord
circuit which operates and causes the super
visory lamp to glow.

The operation of relay D1 connects the
winding of relay B1 to the - winding

of relay A, and the + winding of relay Bl
to the + winding of relay A; therefore,
there being no current flow relay A falls away.

Relays Band J being slow acting remain
operated for an instant after relay A falls away,
closing the circuit to relay K from (+) battery
through "Y" contacts of relay K, contacts of
relays A and B, off normal springs, contacts reo
lays D and J through the 1300 ohm winding of
relay K to (-) battery. Relay K operates and
locks to (+) battery through the contact of relay
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B2. Relav K operating, opens the circuit to reo
lays A and J and closes the lines, through its
make contacts, to the called teleph0ne. By the
operation of the ringing key, relay Cl operates
from ringing current supply at the ringing key
0\ er - trunk through the repeating coil, contact
relay Dl, 700 ohm relay Cl, condenser, repeat
ing coil, -+- trunk, ringing key to (-+-) battery.

Relay Cl operating, causes relay Al to operate
which opens the circuit to the ring cut off relay
F from (-+-) battery, through its back contact,
contact relay D2, PI wiper, make contacts "X"
on relay F, through the 1300 ohm winding of
relay F to (-) battery. This allows relay 17 to
fall away and start the interrupted ring, from
the generator through the 200 ohm winding of
relay F, contacts relays F, and H, - wiper, line,
called telephone, -+- line, wiper, contacts relays
H, and F to (-+-) battery.

Talking position

\Vhen the called party answers relay F oper
ates, stops the ring and connects the lines of
the called telephone through to the windings of
relay HI, which operates.

Relay Bl operating, closes a 1000 ohm holding
loop to relay A2 and removes (-) and (-+-) battery
from the manual switchboard side of the repeat
ing coil, W l1ich allows the 1500 ohm polarized
cord relay to fall away, extinguishing the sup
ervisory lamp, giving the operator answering
superVISIOn.

After the called party answers, the followiYlg
relays are operated: Bl, Dl, D2, A2, B2, K, F
and H.

During the talking period, relays A3, B3, Bl,
Dl, D2, A2, B2, K, F and H are operated. Relay
Bl on the toll transmission selector supplies
transmitter battery to the called party. (See
Fig. 83.)

Should the operator remove the plug before
the called party replaces the receiver, the switches
will not release because relay D3 remains oper
ated from (-) battery, contacts relays C3 and B3,
through winding relay B3 to (-+-) battery. Relay
B3 closes a locking circuit to the busy visuals
thus protecting this trunk from use at the toll
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board. \Vhen the called party replaces the re
ceiver, relay Bl falls away and closes a circuit
from (-) battery through the winding of relay
A2, contacts relays Bl, and Dl, repeating coil,
winding of relay C3, contacts of B3, A3,
repeating coil, contacts relays Dl, and B1 to (-+-)
battery at the cam springs. Relay C3 operating,
opens the locking current to relay B3, which
falls away and allows the busy visual to restore
to normal. Relay B3 falling away also opens the
circuit to relay C3, which allows the selectors
of the toll train to release.

Review
1. Describe toll dialing trunks.

2. \Vhat is difference between regular toll selec
tors and toll transmission selectors?

Fig. 80

3. 'Which relay repeats impulses to relay A of
the connector?

4. \Vhich relays are operated during the Im
pulsing period?

Fig. 81

5. \Vhat indication does the operator receive
when connecting to a busy line?

6. Is it necessary for the operator to release
and call again in case the called line is busy?

Fig. 82

7. vVhat takes place the instant the connector
steps to an idle line?

8. vVhat indication does operator receive when
connecting to an idle line?

9. How is the interrupted ring started?

Fig. 83

10. \Vhat relays are operated during conver
sation?

11. \Vhat relay feeds transmitter battery to
the called party for conversation?

12. In case of switchboard cord trouble, can the
operator change cords without releasing the
connection?
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CHAPTER 13

The Switching Selector Repeater

...

I
N an automatic multi-office exchange area of
moderate size it is customary to provide a
group of direct trunks between all offices. Re

ferring to Fig. 61 it will be seen that inter-office
trunks terminate at the originating end in the
first selector banks.

This affords a most efficient arrangement since
by the use of outgoing secondary line switches,
all of the trunks toa given office may be com
bined into one large group or at least a small
number of large groups. \Vith this arrangement,
all of the subscribers' numbers in a given office
btgin with the same digit or office prefix.

Use oj the Switching Selector Repeater
I t is sometimes convenient to locate a com

paratively small office on the outskirts of the

8R~NCH O~~\C.c.

exchange area, To provide a separate group of
trunks from such an office to each of the other
offices in the system would be very inefficient,
as each group of trunks would be comparatively
small. A better arrangement, in so far, as the
outside plant is concerned, is to carryall of the
originating traffic from this branch office to the
nearest main office, and from there distribute it
to the remaining offices ovel- the same trunks
which carry the traffic originating in that office.

. This means that the branch office first selectors
must be located in the main office so that the
inter-office trunks can be selected after dialing
the first digit. As far as the outgoing traffic is
concerned, this could be done simply by insert
ing a repeater in the outgoing lineswitch tr'unks
and extending the trunks through the outside
cable to first selectors located in the main office.

",","\\oJ o~F\C.E.

"''N. sal.·
It'ePT, 'Z.~

OIG-IT

---------

a·Gr.
IU',..,..·

-----

LOC..
I\!
!tel. '

Fig. 85. Switching selector repeater trunking diagram, showing its use in branch office
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Since with this simple scheme the first digit
dialed by a branch office subscriber operates a
switch in the main office, it is evident that should
the called subscriber also be located in the
branch office, it would be necessary to use a
second trunk leading back to the branch office
to complete the connection.

In order to obviate the necessity of using the
tvvo trunks between a main and a branch office
for completing a local call between two branch
office subscribers, a switch known as the switch
ing selector repeater was developed. This switch
makes possible a connection between two branch
office subscribers without using an inter-office
trunk.

As its name implies, the switching selector
repeater combines the functions of both a selec

.tor and a repeater in a single mechanism, together
with means for switching from one function to
the other. It serves as a repeater on outgoing
calls and as a selector on local calls. It occupies
a position in the circuit between the primary line
switches and outgoing secondary switches. One
or more levels of the bank of the switching selec
tor repeater can be connected to local selectors
or connectors, depending on the size of the branch
office.

A certain block of numbers is assigned to the
lines in the branch office and is distinguished by
the first, first and second, or first, second and
third digits, depending upon the size of the sys
tem and the office.

\Vhen a subscriber in a branch office equipped
with switching selector repeaters originates a call,
the primary line switch, switching selector re
peater, and outgoing secondary line switch
operate to extend the connection to a first selec
tor in the main office. The switching selector
repeater being included in the primary trunk
operates as an ordinary repeater to relay the dial
impulses to the inter-office trunk for the purpose
of operating the switches in the distant office.

If the call is for a number not in the same
branch office, the switching selector repeater re
tains its function as a repeater throughout the
building up of the connection. In the event,
however, that the call is for a subscriber in the
same branch office, the switching selector re
peater will, as soon as the determining digit or
combination of digits is dialed, cut its wipers in
on the required bank level, switching the con-
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nectiol1 through its bank to a local switch,
opening the trunk loop to the main office,
and permitting the switches which have
been operated there to release, and finally
releasing the outg'oing secondary switch in the
branch office and completely freeing the inter
office trunk. From this point the connection is
set up over switches located wholly within the
branch office.

\Vith respect to the point at which the con
nection is switched from the outgoing trunk to
the local switches, three types of switching selec
tor repeaters have been designed. One switches
on the first digit, and is for use where no other
numbers in the system begin with the same digit
as those of the branch office. The other two
switch on the second and third digits, respec
tively.

In order to make clear the operation of the
switching selector repeater, the method of estab
lishing a connection will be described in detail.
The switch described will be the one which
switches on the second digit since this seems to
be the one which finds most frequent application
in practice.

Let us take, for example, a five digit or 100,000
line system and assume a branch office with an
ultimate capacity of 1000 lines, as shown in Fig.
8S. Assume the numbers allotted to the branch
office lines to be the thirty-three thousand. In
this particular case, the line and private contacts
of the third level of the bank of the switching
selector repeater will be connected to local third
selectors. In addition to the ordinary line bank
contacts, the switching selector repeater has a
double set of private wiper bank contacts similar
to the line bank.

The PI wiper and its corresponding bank con
tacts form the means whereby the switch is en
abled to determine whether the number being
called is in the branch office or not.

\Vhen a calling subscriber removes the receiver,
the primary lineswitch extends the lines to the
switching selector repeater, which in turn causes
its associated outgoing secondary switch to oper
ate and extend the connection to the main office.
\Vhen the subscriber operates the dial for the
first digit, the line relay of the switching selector re
peater receives the dial impulses and repeats them
over the trunk operating the first selector in the main
office. The shaft of the switching selector re-

\'~'.'."'-
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peater is also elevated the same number of steps
following which it rotates to the first bank con
tact; but as this call is destined to a number in
the main office, it makes no connection to the
banks. The switching selector repeater con
tinues to operate as a repeater and succeeding
digits are repeated to the switches in the main
office, establishing the connection therein.

Had the call been for a number in the branch
office, the shaft of the switching selector repeater
would have released following the first digit, and
on the second digit, wottld have rotated over the
bank contacts the same as a regular selector,
until an idle trunk was found leading to a third
selector.

Incoming calls to a switching selector repeater
office are handled in the ordinary manner, going
out from the main office through repeaters and
terminating in the branch office on incoming selec
tors or connectors. The trunks between offices
may be and usually are "two-way" trunks.

Z.-M.F.

S\Nli'c'I-i\N.c::. se\..EC.:roo;c:.
REPl::FlTE.R. .

It should not be inferred that the switching
selector repeater is useful only in a system em
bodying a number of main offices. This is not
the case; it is just as applicable to a system con
sisting of one main and one branch office.

Circuit of the Switching Selector Re
peater

The instant the switching selector repeater is
selected, relays A and E operate. The operation
of these relays causes relay Al of the rotary line
switch to operate from (+) battery through the
winding of relay AI, back contact relay El, con
tact relay A, 100 ohm ,vinding relay J, winding
relay E, contacts relays C and Bl, 300 ohm re
sistance winding relay El, through contact of
relay Cl to (-) battery. Relay Al operating,
tests the trunk for being engaged and if it is,
steps the wipers to the next trunk, etc., until
an idle trunk is found. Relay El now operates

GONNec.Toq, IN
tll~i"'Ni O'Ff'ICE,.

el'lI..L.1;.!:)-++- ie.I.e.~~

RoTl=Iq,"( 5ECoNDF'I~,,(

LINe. S\NI\'Cl-{.

•

Fig. 87. Switching selector repeater, talking position
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and extends the connection to the first selector
in the main office.

Repeating impulses

Relay C remains operated during each series
of impulses and shunts the 500 ohm winding of
relay E, and the 100 ohm winding of relay J.
Thus all resistance at the switching selector re
peater is removed from the trunk circuit to the
first selector in the main office during impulsing.

Fig. 86 shows the circuit of switching selector
repeater with the lines extended through the ro
tary secondary to the trunk leading to the main
office. The first selector has been operated and
the switch is ready to repeat iI~pulses to the sec
ond selector.

Relay 17 operates from (+) battery at the off
normal springs at the first vertical step.

The PI wiper encounters (+) battery through
500 ohm resistance which determines whether the
number called is located in the main office.
Relay K operates from (+) battery, 500 ohm re
sistance, PI wiper, through its winding to (-)
battery. Relay K operating, closes a circuit from
(+) battery contact relay K, winding relay D,
contact relay D through winding of release mag
net to supervised (-) battery. Relay D op
erating locks from (+) battery at contact of
relay B. If a branch office number is dialed relay
D fails to operate until the shaft restores to
normal after the first digit has been dialed.

'When the called party answers, the battery
to the 100 ohm winding of relay J is re
versed to that of the 900 ohm winding. Revers
ing the direction of current in the 100 ohm wind
ing causes it to flow in the same direction as
that of the cJOO ohm winding, which operates re-

lay J, thus reversing the polarity of the battery
to the calling party.

Talking circuit
Fig. 87 shovvs the circuit of the switching se

lector repeater in the talking position with bat
tery reversed to the calling party.

Relays J, A, B, E, 17, D, K, Bl, AI, D2 and A2
are operated during the talking period. Relay A
feeds transmitter battery to calling party for con
versation.

Preparatory to switching
Assume that a subscriber m the branch office

originates a call to telephone number 33400 in the
same office. (See Fig. 88.)

'Vhen the first digit (3) is dialed, the switch
ing selector repeater wipers are stepped to the
third level and cut in on the first set of contacts.
Relay K operates from (+) battery, contacts
relays Band D, PI wiper, winding relay K to
(-) battery. Relay K operating, closes the
release magnet circuit from supervised release
(-) battery, release magnet, contacts of relays D, F,
and K, PI wiper, contacts relays D and B to (+)
battery. The release magnet operates and allows
the shaft to restore to normal. The circuit to
relay F is opened at the off normal springs the
instant the shaft restores to normal. Relay F
releasing, removes the shunt from the 1300 ohm
winding of relay D, which operates from (+)
battery, contacts relay K, winding relay D, con
tacts relay D, through the release magnet to
supervised release (-) battery. Relay D oper
ating, locks from (-+-) battery at release trunk
before relay K falls away.

Relay D operating, opens the (+) battery cir
cuit to the PI private contact of the third level.
The second digit (3) is now dialed and the wipers

•

Fig. 88. Switching selector repeater, preparatory to switching
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are stepped to the third level and rotated one
step. The PI wiper finding no (+) battery in
dicating that the number wanted is located in the
branch office, and since this is the level which is
connected to third selectors, the wipers continue
to rotate until an idle trunk is found and come to
rest, switching the lines through in the usual
manner. When this occurs, the connection to the
main office is broken, the outgoing secondary
switch, first and second selectors in the main
office are released and the inter-office trunk is
immediately available for another call.

Switched through to succeeding switch in branch
office

Fig. 89 shows the switching selector repeater
switched through to the third selector. The re
maining three digits of the number operate the
third selector and connector respectively. The
circuit of the switching selector repeater in this
case is the same as that of a selector.

The complete circuit of this switch is shown in
Fig. 90. Assuming all trunks to the main office
to be busy, the chain relay associated with each
trunk is operated. closing a series (+) battery
circuit to relay CI, operating it, and disconnect
ing (-) battery from the 300 ohm winding of
relay B1. In case another call to the main office

IS originated, relay Al of the rotary lineswitch
associated with the switching selector repeater
fails to operate, thus connecting busy tone
through its back contacts to the calling sub
scriber.

The PI and P2 bank privates shown in Fig. 90
represent the ten bank levels of each switching
selector repeater. The P2 privates are multipled
throughout the switching selector repeater group.
The PI privates are not multipled.

Levels 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 0 are wired for out
going service. In other words, the telephone
lines commencing with these digits terminate
in a distant office.

The third level corresponds to both the first
and second digits of the local branch office num
bers. Should it be desired to install another 1000
numbers, for instance the 22000, it would be
necessary to remove the (+) battery from the
PI contacts of the second level banks and wire
then similar to the third level.

Review
Fig. 85

1. When are switching selector repeaters gen
erally used?

2. What advantage is gained by the use of
switching selector repeaters?

•

..

•

•

i

I

Fig. 89. Switching selector repeater after being switched through to succeeding selector in same office
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J. \\"hen does the switching selector repeater
operate as a repeater?

4. \\'hen does the switching selector repeater
operate as a selector?

:I. \\"hat happens on the s\\-itch in the main
office \\"hell the first digit ;s dialed on the
switching selector repeater?

Fig. 86
6. Tr:'lce the trunk circuit through the switch

ing selector repeater to the main office.

I. Trace the trnnk cirCllit to the main office dur
ing the impulsing period.

8. Explain the operation of relay D on a call
to the main office.

Fig. 87
9. ""hat rela)'s arc operated on a call to the

m:'lin office?

10. Ilow much resistance is bridged across the
tnmk to the main office during the talking
period?

11. Why is it necessary to provide a rela)' for
re\'ersing the battery on the switching selec
tor repeater?

Fi!:. 88

12. Explain the elo;;ill~ of the release circuit
\\"hcn the switchiug le,'cl is dialed.

13. Explain the operation of relay D when the
first digit (3) is dialed.

Fig. 89

14. \\"hat rela)'s are operated 011 a call through
switching selector repeater to a subscriber in the
same branch office?

15. When a call is originated and terminates in the
branch office, is a trunk to the main office
occupicd until the connection is released?

Fig. 90

16. Ilt'w is the husy tone connected to the call
ing- party's line in ca;:e all trunks to the main
office are bu!<y?

CHt\PTER 14

Reverting Call Equipment
store to normal,. in which ca"c the transmitter
battery is fl1Tni~hed from relay :\ of the first se
lector.R

l::VERTlNG call switches provide means
whereby one subscriber on a party line can
dial and signal another party on the same

line.
The tlillling is done in thc 11S\lal way except

that a special 1111111bel' received from the infor
mation operator, is dialed instead of the olle
listed in the directory. This conne<:ts the sub
scriber's line to the reverting call equipment.
After tlialillg the special number, the calling
party places the receiver on the hook, and the
reverting call equipment rings alternately the
bells of the calling and the called telephones.
When the called party answers, the ringing stops.
which illd~cates to the calling subscriber lhat the
party called has answered. He then removes the
receiver and starts the conversation.

\Vhen the calling party answers, the reverting
call switch re!<tores to normal but does not allow
the selectors back of it to restore. The trans
mitter battery is furnished from relay A of the
rcverting call switch. In exchange systems
where a dial tone is not used, the switches back
of the reverting call equipment arc allowed to re-
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Fig 91. View of switchroom showing lighting scheme
and primary line switches
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Fig. 92. Reverting call switch, impulse circuit

Imp ulse eireuit

In Fig. 92 is shown the impulsing circuit of
the reverting call switch. The instant the switch
is seized, relay H operates from (+) battery
through contact of relay E, preparing the vertical im
pulse circuit.

Relay K operates on the first vertical step,
opening the circuit over which relay H first ener
gized, but relay H remains locked by (+) battery
through the make contacts of relays Hand C. Upon
completion of the vertical impulses, relay C re
stores to normal and allows relay H to restore
and prepare the rotary magnet circuit through its
back contacts.

After the wipers of this switch have been
stepped to the bank contacts of the reverting
combination called (See Fig. 93), relay G oper
ates from (~) battery super-imposed on the
ringing' current, ~ wiper, contacts relays E, F,
e and G through winding of relay G to (+)
battery. Relay G operating, locks from (+)
battery at relay B, and also prepares the circuit
to relay D, which operates when the calling party
replaces the receiver on the hook, from (~) bat
tery thro~tgh the winding of relay D, contacts
relays F,G, B arid A to (+) battery. Relay D
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operating, disconnects the line relay A from the
line. Relay B remains energized after relay A
falls away, from (+) battery, through contacts
of relays K, F and D, through winding of relay
E to (~) battery.

Ringing position

After relay A is disconnected, the line is free
for the ringing current to pass back over the line
and signal the called party. The calling party
answering, causes relay J to operate, which in
turn operates the ring cut-off relay F, opening
the circuit to relay D and closing the circuit to
the release magnet, from (+) battery, through
back contract of relay A, contacts relays B, G,
and F, off normal springs, through winding of
release magnet to supervised release (~) bat
tery, causing the release magnet to operate arid
restore the shaft and wipers to normal. Relay D
now releases and closes the lines through to re
lay A to supply transmitter battery for conversa
tion. During the talking period, relays A, B
and G are operated.

Various combinations of ringing can be had
from the reverting call switches, such as ringing
on either side of the line to ground with dif
ferent ringing current frequencies. These com-

•
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Fig. 93. Reverting call switch, ringing position
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binations are determined by the conditions which
the switch meets on its bank contacts. For instance
both PI and P2 may be connected to (+) battery,
while in other cases only one may be so connected,
etc. The operation of relays H or E is dependent
on the (+) battery received at the PI and P2 bank
contacts.

It is possible to obtain 100 r111g111g combina
tions with this reverting call equipment.

Review
1. Why are reverting call switches used?
2. \Vhat is the procedure in calling a party on

the same line?
3. What is the position of this switch during

the talking period?
4. \Vhat relay furnishes transmitter battery for

conversation?
5. \Vhat is the position of relay A during the

ringing period?

..

P-I
• p •

Fig. 94. Reverting call switc\l, complete circuit
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CHAPTER 15

Testing Equipment
Test Desk

T
1I.E test desk. as shown in Fig. 95, pro
\"ides means for testing the subscribers'
lines and ~tation equipment. \\'itl1 the

exception of the apparatus to test the speed of
the dials, a lest desk \Isetl in an automatic sys
tem is the same as that generally used in mannal
systems.

It is composed of one or more positions, de
pending upon thc numbcr of employes required
to test the complaints and constmction orders.

In an automatic system the conncctions arc
estahlished to the lincs by dialing on a tcst dis
tributor and then a test conncctor (one for each
100 lines) instead of ordering the connection tIp

by an operator as in manual practice.
The equipment of each position usually con-

sists of the following circuits:

Opcrator's telephone circuit.
V-lire chicfs test circuit.
Trllnks to test jacks at main framc.

Toll test plllg cirCUlt.
Trunks to test distributors.
In and out trunk circuit.
Hospital trunks.
Howler cirellit.
Qut and in order wire circuits.
Master ringing'circllit.
Supervisory pilot circuit.
Fuse alarm circuit.
Dial speed indicator cirCllit.

111 lllulti office automatic exchange systems it
is CQmmon practice to centralizc the testlllg, that
is, makc all tests from one test tlesk located for
t.he entire exchange area. This expedites the
handling of complal11ts, increases the efficicncy
of the testers and sub-station repairmen and per
mits more ecollomicnl operatiol1.

Test Distributor
The test desk is equipped with trunks ternu

nating on test distributors in each office. The

Fig. 95. Three position test desk and combinal~on complaint and card file desk
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Fig. 95. Test distributor circuit, showing side switch operation
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trunks from the banks of the test distributors
terminate on test connectors, one for each one
hundred line unit, which provide means for cor
recting to all lines in each unit.

vVhen direct trunks to each office in a 100,000
line system are used, the first digit or office
prefix is not dialed. The second and third digits
select the one hundred line group and the last
two digits the individual line in the group.

Oprrrrtian of side szvitch

In previous discussions of impUlsing circuits
the change from vertical to rotary operation has
been accomplished by relays. In the test dis
tributor this switching is done by the side switch

as shown in Fig. 96. This mechanism was for
merly used on all switches.

Relay C operating during the impulsing period,
c"!-uses the private magnet to operate from (+)
battery at contacts of relay C and allows the
spider arm finger to advance to the back of the
first tooth of the upper escapement spring. After
the first series of impulses have been completed,
relay C falls away and allows the private magnet
to de-energize, which lets the escapement spring
move up and the spider arm finger advance to the
second position and carry with it the side switch
wipers and connect them to the second contact
of the side switch block.

The next series of impulses are sent in the
san~e way and the same action takes place except
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that the impulse circuit now leads through the
rotary magnet and the second contact of the side
switch block over the side switch wiper to (-)
battery, advancing the shaft in a horizontal di
rection.

After this second series of impulses, the private
magnet again falls away and allows the spider
arm finger to advance to the third position and
carry with it the side switch wipers which make
contact on the third contact of the side switch
block.

Test distributor operation and testing methods

The circuit of the wire chief's testing equip
ment is shown in Fig. 97. The tester operates
the "distributor and dial" keys which completes a
connection to the test distributor from (-) bat
tery through the winding of relay A, contacts
relay F, distributor key, release key, dial key,
dial, 60 ohm winding relay Fl, 500 ohm resist
ance, conn. release key, B.Ca. key, dial key,
distributor key, contact relay F, winding relay
D to (+) battery. Relay A by the operation of
its spring contacts energizes relay B and prepares
the vertical magnet circuit to receive the im
pulses. Relays A releases each time the circuit
is broken at the dial and operates the vertical
magnet from (+) battery contacts relays A,
B, winding relay C through vertical magnets
to (-) battery. Relay C operating, causes
the private magnet to operate which allows
the spider arm finger to advance to the back of
the first tooth of the upper escapement spring.
The private magnet also opens the testing cir
cuit at its back contacts during each series of
impulses.

The next series of impulses are sent in the
same way, except that they pass through the
rotary magnet connected to (-) battery through
the second contact of the side switch block.
After the completion of the second series of im
pulses the spider arm finger and associated wip
ers advance to the third position. Relay H now
operates from (-) battery at the side switch
wiper and connects the operating lines to relay
Al from (-) battery, winding relay A, - wiper,
contacts relays A and H + wiper, winding relay
A to (+) battery. The test circuit is also
closed through the + and - test wipers to the
test connector.

"

The first digit dialed on the test distributor
selects the thousand group, the second the hun
dred group, and the last two series of impulses
are repeated to the test connector by relay A,
thus stepping the test connector to the desired
line. The dial key is restored to normal upon
completion of connection to line to be tested.
The test distributor remains operated due to short
through the 60 ohm winding of relay Fl.

The testing circuit is closed from the volt
meter and associated test keys through the COn
tacts of the private magnet, test distributor,
- and + test wipers, contacts relay Cl, test con
nector, - and + wipers to line under test.

To test the line switch for (+) and (-) bat
tery the B.Ca. key is operated which allows
relay D on the test distributor to fall away, open
ing the holding circuit to the lineswitch B.Ca.
relay of line under test, which restores to nor
mal and connects (+) and (-) battery to the
+ and - normals, thus giving a 46 volt read
ing on the test desk voltmeter.

To test additional lines in any hundred line
group, the tester operates the connector release
key, which causes relay A of test distributor to
fall away, releasing the test connector, but not
the distributor. Then the tester dials the last
two digits of the next desired line.

In case a call is originated to a lOOline unit and
the test connector is being used by another tester,
the test distributor spider arm finger and asso
ciated wipers are held in the second position,
causing relay E to operate from (-) battery
through the private magnet, contact relay C, wind
ing relay E, second position sideswitch wiper, P2
wiper, contact relay B I to (+) battery, closing
the busy circuit through its spring contacts to
tester and also closes the circuit to relay F, which
operates and reverses the battery to the electro
polarized relay Fl which operates, causing the
supervisory pilot lamp associated with the test
position to glow indicating that the test connec
tor is in use. Relay F is held operated from (+)
battery at the spring contracts of relay E.

'When the pilot lamp glows and the busy tone
is not received, indicates that the line dialed is
busy. Under this condition, relay F operates
from (+) battery at private wiper of test Con
nector. This same (+) battery also forms a
locking circuit for relay G. Relay F operating,
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reverses the battery through the electro-polarized
relay Fl which operates and causes the super
visory pilot lamp to glow, indicating that the
line is busy,

Review
Fig. 97

1. Describe briefly the purpose of the test dis
trilmtors.

2. vVhy are the test WIres open during impulS
ing?

88

3. Describe how the test distributor operates
the test connector.

4. \:Vhat relay on the test distributor operates
when a busy line is called?

5. \Vill test connectors stop on a busy line?

6. 'Nhat indication does the tester get when a
husy line is called?

7. \Vhat indication does the tester get when the
test connector is in use?

THE WALL"-CE PRESS
CHICAGO
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